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Summer R~cess begine 
Second Term begins 
Recitations begin 
- Wednesday, February 25. 
.. { Wednesday, February 25. 
'rhursday, February 26. 
- Friday, February ~7. 
June 18 to 24. 
- Wednesday, June 24. 
June 25. 
- Tuesday, July 21. 
Wednesday, July 22. 
Term Examinations - November 4 to 11. 
Address before 'frustees Tuesday evening, Nov. 10. 
Commencement Exercises - Wednesday, November 11. 
Winter Vacation from November 12, 1885, to February 25, 1886. 
, 
• 
BOARD ~OF TRTJSTEES. 
Hon. S. R. WILLA RD, Fort Madison, 
Hon. W. T. RIGBY, Stanwood, 
Hon. R. P. SPEER, Cedar Falls, 
Hon. ff. G. GRATTAN, Waukon, 
Hon. JOSEPH DYSART, Dysart, 
Hon. JOHN MORRISON, Sigourney, 
Hon. J. S. CLARKSON, Des Moines, 
Hon. C. S. STRYKER, Creston, 
Hon. PLA'rT WICKS, Harlan, 
Hon. D. W. MOTT, Hampton, 
Hon. A. D. PECK, Sac City, 
D. W.MOTT, 
E. W. STANTON, Ames, 
W. M. GREELEY, Ames, 





















The annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees is held on the 
second Wednesday in November; the other meetings are held in 
the latter part of .November and in May. 
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION . 
. s. A. KNAPP, LL. D., PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Agricul~ure, Psychology and So.ciology. 
c. E. BESSEY, Ph. D., VICE -PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Botany. 
W. H. WYNN, A. M., Ph. D., 
Professor of English Literature, Ethics, Latin and History. 
A. THOMSON, C. E., 
, Professor or Mechanical Englneertng and Supertntendent or Workshop. 
T. E. POPE, A. M., 
Professor or Chemistry. 
M. STALKER, B. Sc., V. S., 
Professor ot Veterinary Science. 
J. L. BUDD, M .. H. 
Professor or nort1cultiure. 
E. W. STANTON~ B. Sc., 
Professor or Mathematics and Pollttcal Economy. 
D. S. FAIRCHILD, M. D., 
Proressor of Pa1ihology, mstology, Therapeutics and Comparative Anatomy. 
C. F. MOUNT, C. E., 
Professor or Civil Englneertng. 
JAMES RUSH LINCOLN; STEWARD, 
Professor of :Mllltary Tactics. 
_Qf_fiCERS OF INSTRUCTION-CoNTINUED. 
~ARTHA:-SINCIJAIR~ -PR.ECEPTRESS, 
Instructor ot Engllsh, French a.nd. German. 
W. ~F. COLE, B. Sc., 
Professor ot :Mechantcal Engineering. 
HERBERT OSBORN, M. Sc , 
Ass1Stant Professor or zoology and Entomology. 
J. C. HAINER, B. Sc., PROCTOR. 
ABS1stant Professor or Physics. 
ERMINA ATHEARN, 
Teacher of Vocal and Instrumental :Music. 
MRs. EMMA P. EWING, 
Teacher of Domestic Economy. 
)IARY w. McDONALD, B. Sc., LIBRARIAN, 
Assistant 1n Ma.thematics. 
HERMAN KNAPP, B. S. A., 
Asststant ln Agriculture. 
ETTA M. BUDD, B. So. 
Teacher of Drawtng. 
T. W. SHEARER, B. Sc. 
ABSlstant 1n Chemical Laboratory. 
FREMONT TURNER, B. M. E., 
Foreman a.nd Teacher 1n Workshop. 
HISTORICAL. 
In 1858 the Legislature of Iowa passed an act to establish an 
Agricultural College for the purpose of giving higher education to 
the industrial classes. By the same act means were provided for 
the selec~~on of a farm, the location of college buildings, ang for 
experi~entation in agriculture. In 1859 a farm of six hundred 
and forty acres, ~ituated in Story county, near Ames, wag selected 
and purchased for the use of the College. In 1862 a bill was passed 
by Congress donating public lands to the several states for the 
endowment of colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the me-
chanic arts. Section 4 of this act requires: 
"That all moneys dPri ved from the sale of the lands aforesaid 
by the States to which the lands are apportioned, and from the sale 
of land scrip, herein before provided for, shall be invested in stocks 
of the United States, or of the States, or some ot!ler safe stocks, 
yielding not less than five per centum upon the par value of said 
stocks; and that the money so invested shall constitute a perpetual 
fund, tbe·eapital of which shall remain forever undiminished, (ex-
. cept so far as may be provided for in section fifth of this act, l and 
the interest of which shall inviolably be appropriated by each State 
which may take and claim the benefit of this act, to the endow-
. ment, support and maintenance of at"least one college, whez:e the 
leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and 
classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such 
branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechan-
ic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the states may pre-
scribe, in order to promote the liberal .and practic:il education o( 
the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of 
_life." 
The Ninth General Assembly accepted the grant upon the 
conditions and under the restrictions contained in, the act of Con-
gress, and required the Governor to appoint an agent to select and 
locate the lands granted. 
, • .;i'.• The College was formally opened on the 17th of March, 1869. 
It, will, consequently, at the end of the present term, complete lta 
sixteenth year. 
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LOCATION. 
The College occup~es a pleasant and he9.ltbful location, _one _ 
and a half miles west of the towu of A mes, on the Chicago and 
Northwestern Railway, in the central county (Story) of the State, 
and thirty miles north of th'e city of Des Moines. The railroad 
facilities for reaching Ames from any part of the--State-are ___ very 
good. Regular conveyances for passengers and baggage run be-
tween the station a.p.d tbe College three times each day. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS. 
The Main College Building is four stories high above the 
basement, and is 158 feet long by 112 feet deep through the wings. 
In the basement are the dining-room, kitchen, rooms for help, 
and armory. On the first floor are tbe Chapel, Offices of Teachers 
.and Library. The eecond floor contains several recitation rooms 
and rooms for students. The third and fourth floors contain 
student rooms a.nd the Zoological and Geological Museums. About 
two hundred persons can be accommodated in this building. All 
the rooms are heate~ by steaµi and lighted with gas. Water is 
supplied in ·all the_stories. 
The Boarding Halls are brick buildings affording rooms 
for ninety students, with dining-rooms, kitchens and store-rooms. 
The Chemical and Physical Hall i~ a large, two-story brick 
building, ,70 hy 44 feet, with a wing 61 by 31 feet. The first floor 
contains the chemical laboratories; the second the physical labor-
atory, apparatus and lec;ture room, while two draughting rooma 
ocl'}upy the attic. In the basement are the heating apparatus and 
a large recitation room. This building is warmed by steam and 
supplied with water and gas. 
North Hall is a two-story brick building, 40 by 70 feet. On 
the first floor it affords rooms for the departments of Agriculture 
and Veterinary Science. On the second floor are the Microscopi-
cal Laboratory and the rooms for the Botanical department. . \ 
Horticultural Hall is a wooden structure containing on the 
first floor a large lecture room and a tool room. On the second 
floor is the HorticuI~~rasl. Museum. The cellar has two ·large 
moms, one for the storage of garden products, the other for' ibt:} 
· use of the nursery propagating department. . A grafting raom and 
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South Hall is a handsome two-story brick building which has 
been refitted for the school of Domestic Economy, and contains 
all the-accessories of a model home. 
Six dwelling-houses upon the College grounds are occupied 
by professors' families. 
The College Creamery, a frame building, is conveniently sit-
uated near to the Farm House. The farm barns are adjacent-
one of brick, for horses, and one large frame barn, in the basement 
bf whtclris a stable-for one hlfndrea beau -of cattle~ - -"rlie -feeding 
barn, 52 by 56 feet, and the piggery, 36 by 96 feet, are models of 
handiness. Both occupy sites east of the other farm buildings. 
The Work-shop is a two-story frame building, fitted up with 
machinery and tools for the prosecution of repairs and for instruc-
tion in mechanical work. · 
NEW BUILDINGS. 
BUILDINGS IN PROCESS OF ERECTION. 
The Office is a substantial two-story brick building for the 
use of the Board of Trustees, the President, Secretary and Treas-
urer.' 
Veterinary Buildings costing ten thousand dollars will be 
completed for use next year. They comprise 1st, a building for 
the offices and class-rooms of special professors in this depart-
ment. 2nd, a hospital with all the modern appliances for the 
treatment of diseased animals. When these buildings are com-
pleted the School of Veterinary Science will be the best equipped 
for work of any in the Western States. 
Engiueering Hall. The new Hall for Mechanical and < !ivil 
Engineers when completed will be one of the most commodious 
and attractive on the College Domain and will furnish all neces-
sary accommodations for these rapidly growing departments. 
THE COLLEGE GROUNDS. 
The College Domain includes 900 acres,· and of this about 120 
acres are set apart for College Grounds. These occupy the high 
land of the south-west .part of the farm and include the campus, 
shrubbery plantations, young 'forestry plantations, the flower bor-
ders and garden, with the surroundings of the professors' dwell· 
ing-houses. Excellent gravel walks ·anu-drives have been laid 
down, leading to all parts of the grounds and to the variot!s 
buildings 
.. 
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-DIRECTIONS TO CANDIDATES _AND STUDENTS, 
REQUIRMENTS FOR ENTRANCE. 
AGE. 
1. 'l.'he age of students seeking admission to the Agricultural 
College must be sixteen years or over. 
ENTRANOE EXAMINATIONS AND CERTIFICATES. 
2. Candidates for membership in the Freshman class must 
give evidence of a thorough knowledge of English Grammar, 
English Analysis, Arithmetic, Human Physiology, and (except to 
enter the Veterinary course) Algebra through simple equations. 
Profiency in these studies may be proved either by actual exam-
inations held at the opening of the term, or by a certificate given 
on special examinations by either the principal of a High School 
or a• County SugerintE>ndent. 
A list of the questions asked must accompany each certificate, 
which shall be of the following form : 
I have th'i8 day examined 
M----- ---- ------ ------ ------ ·------ - - --
in the following 1Jtudies, with the ·results appended : 
Arithmetic, ___ --- ------ ------ __________________________ ··-
Algebra, ____________ ------------ _____________ --·---- _____ _ 
(Through equations or the first degree. 
English Grammar, ---------------- -- -- ------ ------------
Analyaia, _ ----- ------ ------ ____ ------ ______ ---------- ___ _ 
.F'hyaiology,---------------------------------------- ____ _ 
f:Jpellin,q, ---------------------A--------------------------
(Scale-400 being perfect.) 
~gned,--------------------------------
(J>lace)----------------------
(Date)--~- --- ------ ____ ------
Teachers' certificates will not be received. 
'ISr Hereafter there will be no f:J'ub-Freahman Olass. 
11 
,. HOW TO ENTER THE AGRICULTURAL . COLLEGE. 
'-':hose who. desire to enter the Agric~ltu!'~J. Qoll~g~_ at]he ____ _ 
opening of"the_spring term;-Februal'y, 1885, wtlrcomply with the 
following directions : 
1. Write to the President, if possible, before the first of Feb-
ruary. asking-for a card of inquiry. It will be mailed to you at 
once. -
THE CARD Oi' INQUIRY. 
Questtons Respectino Matters Essential to Adm1s8ion. 
I. Are you sixteen years old, or older 'l 
2. Are you protlclent 1n the studies required tor admlsslon to the Fn:'.shman 
class? 
s. Wlll you, 1r admitted, remain one entire term, unless prevented by sick-
ness or untorseen mls!ortune 'l 
Questions Not Essmttal to Adml88'inn. 
1. Do you intend to complete one or our courses or study 'l 
2. What ls your father's occupation 'l 
2 .. On receiving the card of inquiry, write an answer opposite 
each question on the list ; then enclose and mail to the President. 
If the answers you give accord with the "Requirments for En-
trance," a card of admission will be sent you. 
When you arrive, at the opening of the term, pres~nt this 
card of admission to the Steward ; select your room, pay the rent, 
(make your de}Josit, and, without loss of timet> show your receipt 
therefor to the President at bis office. If you have not a certifi-
cate of proficiency in the studies required, you will then secure a 
card of examination. 
4. Attend punctually every examination at the time and 
place indicated on the card. When all the examinations are com-
pleted, and your standing therein marked on the card, return it 
to the President. If you have pasr:ed the studies required with a 
standing of 3 or over, (4 being perfect,) you will then sign the Stu. 
dent's Record Book .. and Oon_tract and secure a card of classifl,ca-
tion. 
5. Present the card of classification to each of the teachers 
having charge of the classes to which you are assigned, and attend 
thereafter every recitation of the term. 
The contract signed by every student upon entering the Col-
lege is as follows : 
we, the tacnlty or Iowa. Agrlcnltural College, hereby agree that we 
w1ll guarantee to the students or 1885 all the prtvlleges and ~ctlon set 
12 - .Iowa.!,J./.frioultura/t '.Oolle_te. 
torth 1n the College Catalogue, and that the laws we make shall. b~ slmpiy 
tor their advancement and the good government of the institution. 
--- -- - - - --- -B..-A._E.NAPP, Preslde~t. 
We, the students, hereby agree, on entering the College, in 1885, that 
we wtll l'espect its laws, and, except ln case of illness or unforeseen m.1afor-
tune, or the necessity of leaving to teach school, remain the entire term, 
(whether first or second) on which we enter. 
THE CLA-SSIFICA TION OF STUDENTS. 
Students are classified in accordance with the following rules: 
1. All students having back studies shall be classified in the 
catalogue as "conditioned.'' 
2. Any student having four or more conditions'at the close 
of any year shall be placed in the catalogue as belonging in the 
class next lower than that to which he would otherwise belong. 
3. Students havin6 back studieR at the commencement of 
any term shall be classified in all such studies in that term ih ex-
eess of two, or may, at the discretion of the executive, be classified 
in all such back studies. • 
In order to enable students to pass back studies, such exam-
inations as may be necessary will be held during the.first week of 
each term. And all back studies not passed during this first week 
will be considered as back studies for that term.. 
4. Rule 3d shall not apply to advanced students until they 
shall have been in the College six months, (one term,) but all 
such·student.s shall be classified as "Irregulars." 
STUDENTS' EXPENSES. 
TUITION. 
1. No charge is made for tuition. 
BOARD, WASHING, ETC. 
2. For board, beating, lighting, cleaning and care 9f the 
College buildings students pay what the items actually eost the 
institution. Injury to College property, of whatever ~ort, will be 
charged to the author, when known; otherwise to the section, or 
the entire body of students; and a deposit of one dollar will be 
r~quire~ of each.student to cover this expense. 
Stud~nta boarding in any of the College buildings furnish 
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th~ir own bedding, and all furniture for their rooms except-
ing beds~eads, washstands, tables and wardrobes. All yo~ng men 
are required to supply tp.emselves with uniforms. [See Depart-
ment of Military Science.] ___________ _ 
CURRENT EXPENSES. 
3. The cur~ent expenses of students durh~g the year 1884 were 
as follows: 
In the l\faln College building : -
Board per week __________ ------------ _____________________ ----------8 2.25 
Lighting and hMtlng, per week_____________________________________ .40 
Incidentals, per week ____________________________ ------ __ ------------ .21 
Room-rent, per term _____ ... __ .. _____ -------- __ ._. _____ ------S 1.50 to s.oo 
In the Boarding Halls:-
Board per week, including fuel and lighting ________________ . ·-----S 2.10 
Janttor:s fee, per term ______ "T ________________________________________ a.oo 
For day students.- · 
Janitor's tee, per term .. _. ______ ...... _. _____________ --------------- 4.00 
Students ca,n, by paying for board by the term, secure a reduction or 10 cents 
per week. This appli~s to all the boarding departments. 
DEPOSITS. 
4. As security for the payment of all bills against him, each 
student, at the opening of the term, makes deposits with the 
steward as follows : 
·• on board account in main building ___ ------------- .... _. __ --------S 20.00 
On board account in boarding halls ________________________________ 15.00 
On room and turnttW'e account ________ -------------- .... ------- 5.00 
on general breakage and damage account_________________________ 1.00 
These deposits will be retW'Iled on final settlement at the close or the term. 
5. All bills for each month must, without fail, be settled at 
the Steward's office on the second Saturday of the month follow-
ing. Those who neglect this settlement cannot be permitted to 
remain in the College. 
THE DINING ROOM. 
6. The dining room will be opened on the evening preceed-
ing the respective days on which the spring and fall terms com-
mence. No allowance on board bills is made for absences of less 
than one week's duration. Students and others bringing friends 
to its tables are required to pay for auch, twenty-five cent.a ~cb: 
meal. 
TEXT-BOOKS. 
7. Text-books and stationery may, be purchased from the Col-
lege Book-store at ten per cent. advance on cost. Our [stock is 
bought at publisher's prices_, 
Iowa ,Jlgricultural Oolle_te. 
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OARE OF MONEY. 
- --------- -- - -- - -- ---- - -
8. Stu den ts are a-dvised-t~ ke~p-theit money and-otlier vaTual)J~s 
in the College Safe. While doing all in their power to prevent 
losses and punish theft, the· officers will not be responsible for 
money or articles lost or stolen from the persons or rooms of stu-
' dents. 
MANUAL LABOR. 
The following rules regulating-manual labor have been made 
by the Board of Trustees. No student can pay more than a fourth 
to a third of his expenses_in.work:: 
1. The manual labor required by law of students in the Col-
lege is divided into two kinds,_viz: Uninstructive labor, which 
shall be paid for; and instructive labor, which shall be compen-
sated by the instruction~given and the skill acquired . 
.2. Uninstructive labor shall comprise all the operations in 
the work-shop. garden, upon the farm and elsewhere, in which 
the work_done accrues to the benefit of the College and not to the 
benefit of the student. Instructive labor shall embrace all those 
operations in the work-shops, museum, laboratories, experimental 
kitchen, upon the farm and garden, in which the sole purpose of 
the student is the acquisition of skill and practice. 
3. Students shall engage in instructive labor in the presence 
and under the instruction of the profossor in charge, according to 
the statement made in each of the courses of study. 
4. The labor furnished by the schools of Agriculture, of 
Veterinary Science and of Engineering, is giveu by each exclu· 
sively to its ownwspecial students. 
5. The details supplied by the needs of the Main Building 
and other departments will be given by the President on nomin-
ation by the heads of departments excrusively to the most faith• 
ful and meritorious students of the Course in the Sciences related 
to the Industries. 
6. Uniqstructive labor is paid for rigidly according to value 
as settled by comparison with regular labor. 
GOVERNMENT. 
The crowded buildings _of tne Agricultural College and the 
nature of its exercises, corupliCAiteCl as they are by manual labor, 
make order,~punctuality, and systematic effort indispensable. 
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This institution can, therefore, offer no inducement to the idle or 
self .. indulgent. Those, moreover, who are too independent to 
submit to needful authority, or too reckless to accept wholesome 
restraint, are advised to go where the courses of study are easier, 
and the requirements are consequently less. The education at-
tained here is the result of energetic effort made possible by a uni-
form system of conduct and study. The following regulations 
give the institution the highest efficiency, and secure to the stu-
dent the. largest possible return for his time and expense: 
1. The hours from seven to ten o'clock on week-day even-
ings, and from 7:30 A. M. to 12 M., and from 1 P. M. to 5 P. M. of all 
week-days, except Sunday, are employed in study, recitation and 
labor. 
2. Students must attend punctually all exercises of the 
classes to which they belong, except in cases of illness or unavoid-
able detention. 
3. When students have, for the above reasons, been absent 
from any exercise, they shall, in person, as soon as possible, pre-
.sent their reasons for such ahsence to the Professor in charge. 
No one is permitted to attend a second recitation after an unex-
cused absence. 
4. Students boarding and rooming in any building on the 
College grounds shall be subject to the same regulations as those 
boarding and rooming in the College buildings. 
6. Students boarding outside the College grotinds, shall as far 
as pos~ible, keep study hours in their rooms. In the intervals 
between recitations at the College buildings they shall remain in 
the chapel, keeping such order as is necessary to uninterruptud 
study. Access to the rooms and halls of the sections requires spe· 
cial permission. 
·· 6. The officers of sections in the dormitories shall report 
the conditions of the order in their respective sections to th~ Pres~ 
ident at such times as he may designate. 
PROIDBITORY LAWS OF THE COLLEGE. 
1. Students may not leave the vicinity of the College build-
ings at any time without permission from the President or Proc-
tor. General permission to be absent on Saturday is granted. 
2. Loud ~king, whistling, scuffling., gathering in halls and· 
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staircases, and boisterous and noisy conduct, are at all times for-
bidden. 
3. During study hours, when not engaged in--work or- recita-
tion, students may not leave their rooms exeept for unavoi~able 
reasons. 
4. At ten_o'clock p, M. lights shall be extinguished, and 
from that time to the rising-bell no student may be out of his· 
room, except for serious reasons, nor shall he in any way disturb 
his neighbors. 
5. Students should not deface by marking, cutting, or other-
wise, any buildings, walls or furniture, belonging to the College. 
6. Students shall not abstract or remove any articles, whether 
clothing, food, furniture, tools, fruit, flowers, or any other prop-
erty belonging 1o the College. Damage, destruction, or theft of 
property, when not more than one dollar in value, will be pun-
ished by a fine double the amount, but when exceeding that sum 
the case will be banded over to the civil authorities. 
7. Card-playing and other games of chance, cooking· and the 
use of tobacco and intoxicating beverages, in any of the rooms of 
the College buildings, and smoking on the College grounds are 
strictly forbidden. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
No literary, scientific, or other society shall be organized with-
out the approval of the President and faculty. The literary and 
debating -societies, meet on Saturday evening~, and close their 
sessions at or before 10:15. Students not attending the meetings 
of these societies shall observe the order and quiet required on 
other evenings of the week. 
PUBLIC W~SHIP AND RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION. 
The Faculty require, in and about the College buildings, such 
quiet and decorum as are fitting to the observance of the Sabbath. 
Officers and students ga~her daily in the chapel for public wor-
ship. A Bible class led by some older student, has its exercises 
on Sunday evening, and on Sunday_afternoon at 2:30 a discourse 
is given in the Chapel by the Presid~t, one of the professors, or 
a clergyman invited for the occasion. The object of these ser-
mons is to emphasize and enforce the prinCiples of the -Qllri.stian 
religion, but in a State institution like this, it would be ma1;1i-:-
festly improper to teach, or to controvert, the tenets Qf sectar1a;Q.~ 
ism. 
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ORGANIZATION. 
The branches of learning taught in the College are arranged 
under severa-l courses of study, which are distinguished as Gen-
eral and Technical. Under the first, the 
Course in Sciences Related to the Industrtes, aims to give 
a liberal culture in the sciences and other branches of learning, 
which underlie the great industries of the country, without es-
pecially confining it to any particular purRuit or profession. 
" The Technical courses, while giving a liberal culture, aim to 
direct that culture so as to meet the requirements of a special pur-
suit or profession. The Technical courses, which have been fully 
established, are the following: 
1. The Course in Agriculture, which requires four years of 
study, and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Scientific Agricul-
ture, (B. S. A). 
2. The Course in Mechanical Engineering, of four years, a.Ed 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering, 
(B. M. E) . 
... 3. The Course in Civil Engineering, of four years leading to 
•l·. 
the degree of Bachelor of Civil Engineering, (B. C. E). 
4. The Course in Veterinary Science, two years in length, 
leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, (D. V. M.) 
· 5. The Course in Domestic Economy, of two years. 
The Technical Courses are arranged under schools having 
special Faculties. 
The relation of the several courses to one another may be 
more readily shown as follows : 
GENERAL. 
The Course in Sciences related to the Industries. 
TECHNICAL. 
I. THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 
Containing [1] The Course in Agriculture. 
'II. THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. 
Containing [.2] The C'ourse in Mechanical Engineering. 
[3] The Course in Civil Engineering. 
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III. THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
Containing [4] The Course in Veterinary Science. 
• IV. THE SbHoOL OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
Containing [5] The Course in Domestic Economy. 
In addi-tion to the foregoing, there a_re certain lines of techni-
cal and scientific study which include either a single prominent 
science or several_ closely related ones, which may be pursued ex-
clusively by students properly qualified. These, however, do not 
lead to any degree, and any student completing the studies of any 
such line 'may l"eceive the College Certificate showing his standing 
in such studies. 
These lines of study are designated as follows: 1. Literature 
and Language. 2. Mathematics and Physics. 3. Chemistry. 
4. Biology. 5. Philosophy. 6. Military Science. 
I 
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COURSE IN SCIENCES RELATED TO THE 
INDUSTRIES. 
The purpose of this course is!to give a scientific training in 
the branches which are related to the Industries, and to furnish 
a liberal and practical education for young men and women in 
the several pursuits and professions of life. 
The course consists of the required antecedent studies in the 
Freshmen yea(and the first term of thA Sophomore year, of the 
general branches pursued in the Sophomore, Junior and Senior 
years, and of the natural and physical sciences which predomi-
nate throughout. 
As this course is taken by students of both sexes, it is given a 
conslderable degree of flexibility to meet the wants of each. This 
is accomplished by means of certain ''additional studies, 71 which 
have been carefully selected for their value to the student. This 
course thus provides for the young women of the College oppor-
tunities for devoting more time to Domestic Economy and kin-
dred subjects, while the young men are permitted to give greater 
attention to those applications of science which are of more 
especial value to them. 
For the purpose of enabling students of the Junior and Senior 
classes in this course to attain a high degree of proficiency in some 
branch of science, the Faculty permit a choice of certain studies 
and the omission of others. The specal studies now provided for 
in this way are Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Mathematics and 
Physics. 
GRADUATION AND THE DEGREE. 
The graduate of this course is entitled:to the degre(of Bache-
lor of Science. The candidate for graduation must have secured 
a standing of J\t least 3; (4 being perfect,) in all the:studiea (not 
optional) of the subjoined list, and must :present a final thesis, as 
required by Colleg~ law, 
Iowa A!!ricultural Oolle_te. 





Additional Studies for 
Young Women. 
Advanced Algebra-5*, fourteen weeke. 
Geometry begun,-5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping-3. 
Eriglish Arialysis-3, six weeks,} or 
Rhetoric-3, eleven weeks. 
Latin-5, or German-5. 
Dra.wing-2. 
Composition-I. 






AppUed Rhetoric-3, or 










Physics; Mechanics of Solids. 
















.. •These figures. indicate the number of recitations per week. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
SECOND TERM. 
Zoology and Entomology-5. 
Laboratory Practice-I. 
Botany; Vegetable Anatomy-2. 
Laboratory Practice-I. 














Analytical Ueometry-5, or 
Rotany--4, or 
Zoo'logy--4. 


























Pra.ctic11 in Kitchen-I. 
Domestic Clpemistry-1. 
French-5. 
•Optional to students who have an average standing of 3.75 in studies of the first 
term of the Sophomore yea.r. ' 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Geology and llineralogy--5. 
Psycho I ogy-5. 
Agricultural Chemistry-2, 
nine weeks. 













Preparation of Thesis. 
SPECIAL STUDIES. 
French-5. 
Only those students who have shown proficiency in a certain Rtudy, niaintaining 
a standing of at least 3.50 are allowed t.o specialize in it. . . 
No permission will be given to specialize in literary studies; neither will a stu-
dent who chooses spP.cial studies be permitted to take any of the optional ones of the 
regular course, 
The omissions and substitutions allowed to those who wish to specialize in cer-
tain sciences are as follows 
The special student ill CHEMISTRY may omit: 
JttNIOR Yun-First Term-Botany or Physics. 
Second Term-Comparative Ana.wmy, or Physics, or Landscape Gar-
dening. 
SENIOR Yun-First Tenn-Geology or Veterinary Science. 
Second Term-Veterinary Science · 
The Special Student in BoTA.NY may omit: 
JUNIOR Yun.-.First Term-Physics-or Chemistry. 
Second Term-Phy.sics, or Chemistry. 
SENIOR Yun-First Term-Geology, or Veterinary Science. 
Second Tenn-Veterinary Science. 
The special student in ZooLoOY may omit: 
JuNIOR YBA.n-.Pi.rst Term-Chemistry, or Physics. 
Second Term-Chemistry, or P..hysics, or French. 
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SENIOR YEAR-First Termr-Geology, or VeterlD.ary Science, or French. 
Second Term-Veterinary Science, or French. 
The special student tn llATHBMATics and PHYSICS may omit : 
SOPH. YEAR-Second Term-Botany or zoology. 
JUNIOR YEA.R-Fir$t Term-Botany. 
Second Term-r.omparattve Anatomy and Land.Scape Gardening. 
SENIOR YEAR-First Term-Geology or Veterinary Science or Agricultural Chemtstry. 
· Secoria Term-Veterinary science, and take tn addition French aur-
tng second term, Jun1or year, and bot_h. terms senior 
year. 
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 
SPECIAL FACULTY. 
S. A. KNAPP, DEAN, 
Agriculture. 




T. E. POPE, 
Chemlstry. 




COURSE IN AGRICULTURE. 
The design of the course in Agriculture is to furnish a broad 
and thoroughly practical education, giving it such direction as 
will be especially applicable to tbe life and duties of the farmer. 
The course has been framed to combine that knowledge and skill 
which will best prepare the pupil for the highest demands of 
Agricultural industry, and to meet the requirements of an edu-
cated citizens11ip. 
This course requires the antecedent studies necessary for ad-
mission to the regular Freshman class, and includes most of the 
general branches taught in the College, with such technical 
studies as are the basis of success in agriculture. 
GRADUATION. 
The graduate of this course is entitled to the degree of Bache-
lor of Scientific Ag~iculture. 
The candidate for graduation must meet College requirements 
in standing in all the studies pursued, and present a final thesis, 
in accordance with College law, upon some speni'aJ topic in Agrf .. 
culture. 
Iowa A_iricultural Oollege. 




Farm and Garden work, 12 hours 
each week. 
Advanced Algebra-5, fourteen weeks. 
Geometry begun-5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping-3. 
English .Analysis-3, six weeks. 
"tl,_ Rhetorlc-3, eleven weeks. 





Practical H orticu I tu re-2. 






.Applied Rhetoric-3, or 









Plane Trigonometry-5, nine weeks. 
Field Practice-2. 
J:>hysic11; Mechanics of Solids, J.,iquids 














Horticulttire-1• eleven weeks; -5, 
seven weeks. 
Practice in AgriC'ulture and Horti· 
culture 6 hours each week. 
Botany; Vegetable Anatomy and Phy-
siology-4, eleven weeks. 
Laboratory Practice-I. 
Physics ; Heat-3. 
English Literature-5. 
AECO:!iD '.l'E11M. 
How Crops Feed and Grow-2. 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
A·gricultura.l Chemistry-2, nine weekP. 
_La.l;>orn.torr Practice in Agriculture 
4 hours each week. 
Grasses and Forage Plants-2, nine 
weeks. 
Veterinary Science ;Anatomy and Phy-
siology-5. 
Clinics and Dissections-2. 





Laboratory Practice 6 hourleach week. 
Grasses and Forage Plants-2, nine weeks. 
Veterinary Science; Dis~ases, Treatment 
and Medicine-2. 
Cl11.ssification of the Sciences--o, three 
weeks. 
Sociology-5, thirteen weekR. 
Preparntion of Thesis. 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING. 
SPECIAL FACULTY. 
THE PRESIDENT. 
A. THOMSON I DEAN, 
Mechanical Engineering. 
c. F. MOUNT. 
Civil Engineering. 
J. c. HAINER, PhyRiC8. 
E., w. 8TANTON, 
Mathematic~. 
T. E. POPE, 
Chemistry. 
FREMONT TURNER, Foreman and Instructor in the Work-shop. 
Ii 
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
The object of this course is to impart i;mch scientific knowl· 
edge and skill as are esse:r;itial to success in mechanical engineer-
ing. Thjs demands a thorough mastery of the prinC'iples .of 
mathematics and a diligent study of their application to the con-
struction of machines. 
In addition to the technical instruction given, it aims to fur"' 
nish the means for obtaining a liberal and practical education. ' 
The course of study embraces the required antecedent studies 
of the first y"ear and a half; also a few general branches in the 
J"unior and Senior years and the entire technical course of study 
and the practice necessary to the master-workman. 
Iowa cl./.~rioultural Oolle~e. 
- -The--professor i-n charge will select such drawings as he shall 
desire from the set made by the students in this course ; these 
drawings to become the property of the department, or he 1nay 
require any student to ;n~ke one or more drawings especially ~01~ 
the department. 
GRADUATION. 
--Each graduate is entitled to the degree of Bachelor of M~chan­
ical Engineering. 
Graduation requires a standing of at least three, (four being 
perfect) in all the studies of the following list, and the presenta-
tion of a final thesis on Mechanical Engineering. 





Advanced Algebra-5. fourteen weeks. 
Geometry begun-5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping-3. 
English Analysis--3, six weeks,} 
Rhetoric-3, eleven weeks, or 














Plane Trlgonometry-5, nine weeks. 
Land Burveying-5, nine weeks. 
FieUi Pra.ctice-2. 
Physics; Mechanics of Solids, Liquids 
and Ga.ses_-2 
Botany_ ... 2. 
General Chemistry-2. 
Laboratory Practice-2. 
Spherical Trigonomery-2, nine weeks. 
SECOND TERM. 
Pr)nciples of Mechanism--2. 
Drawing--2. 
Analytical Geometry __ 5. 
Descriptive Geomet.ry __ 2. 
Laboratory Pra.ctice __ l, 
Physics ; Light and Sound __ 3. 
; 
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JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Principles of Mecbanism __ 5, nine 
weeks. 
Analytical Mechanics •• 5, nine weeks. 
Shop Practice __ 2, 
S~reotomy __ 2, 
Differential and Integral Calculus __ 5, 
Pby~!os; Heat __ 3, 
SECOND TERM. 
Analytical Mechanics __ 5, 
Machine Conslruction __ 3, 
Physics ,ElectHclty, Magnetism and M'ete-
orology __ 2 
French .• 5. 




Mechanical Engineering __ 5, 
Shop Practice .. 3. 
Mechnnical Drawing __ 2, 
French __ 5, 
Psychology .. 5. 




Shop Practice __ 8, 
Mechanical Deslgning __ 2. 
Classification of the Sciences_.5, three 
weeks. 
Sociology __ 5, thirteen weeks. 
French __ 5, 
Lectures on Fungi aud Insects __ !. 
Prepar:i.tion of Thesis. 
COURSE~IN CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
It is the object of this course to educate and thoroughly train 
the stµdent for the work of the Civil Engineer. It furnishes a 
thorough and practical course of instruction in the application of 
the mathematical and physical sciences to the profession of Civil 
Engineering. It furnishes a systematic dt·ill in pur~ mathemat-
ics, and includes in common with the other courses, the studies 
necessary to a liberal education. ~ 
The course of study embraces the antecedent studies of the 
first three terms and a limited number of general branch~ in the 
last two years. It comprises a full course of technical study a~d 
practice preparatory to Civil Engineering. 
The professor in charge will select such drawings as he shall 
desire from the set made by the students in this course ; th~e 
drawings to become the property of the department, or he -~~~ 
require any student to make one or more drawings especially for 
the department. 
GR.A.DU.A.TION. 
Each graduate is entitled to the degree of Bachelor of Civil 
Engineering. A standing of at least 3 (4 being perfect} in all tbe 
studies of the course, and a final thesis in Civil Engineering, are 
the conditions of graduation. 
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COURSE OF STUDY. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Mechanical Drawing __ 2, 
Shop Practice. __ 2, 
Advanced Algebra •• 5, fourteen weeks. 
G~ometry begun __ 5, four weeks. 
Book-keeping __ 3, 
E11(Jli8h .Atia111si81 __ 3, six weeks,} or 
RheWr£c __ 31 eleveI_l weeks. 
German--5, or Latin--5. 
Composition __ l, 
Military DriJl __ l, 
SECOND TERM. 
Mechanical Drawing __ 2, 
Shop Practlce __ 2, 
Elementary Botany __ 2, 
Model Drawing __ 2, 
Geometry __ 5, 
Applied Rhetorfc __ 3, or 




Plsne Trigonometry __ 5, nine weeks 
Land Surveying __ 5, nine weeks. 
Field Practice __ 2, 
Physfos; Mechanics of Solids, Liquids 
and Gases __ 2. 
Botany __ 2, 
General Chemistry __ 2, 
Laboratory Practi~e--2. 
Spherical TrigonometrY--2, nine weeks. 
SECOND TERM. 
Railroad Surveying __ 3, 
Field Practice .. 2. 
Analytical Geomet.ry __ 5, 
Descriptive Geometry __ 2, 
Laboratory Practice __ }. 
Physics; IJtght and Sound __ 3. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Railroad 8urveying __ 3, nine weeks. 
Field Practice __ l. 
Analytical Mechanics--5, nine weeks. 
Stereotomy __ 2. 
Draughting __ 3, 
Differential and Integral Calculus __ 5, 
Physics; Heat __ 3, 
SECOND TERM, 
Field Practice and Office Work __ 3, 
Physics; Electricity, Magnetism and 
Meteorology __ 2. 
Frenc}i__5, 




Roof and Bridge Structure11 __ 5, 
Designing __ 3, 
Geology and Mineralogy __ 5, 
French __ 5, 
Psychology __ 5, 
Two Dissertations. 
RECOND TERM. 
Roof and Bridge Structures __ 5, 
Designing __ 3, 
Astronomy __ 2, 
DockR, and Retaining Walls, and Sanitary 
Engineering __ 5, thirteen weeks. 
French--5. 
Classification of the Sciences--5, three 
weeks. 
Lectures on Fungi and Insects--1. 
Preparation of Thesis. 
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THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
SPECIAL FACULTY. 
TUE PRESIDENT. 
M. STA.LKEB, DEAN, 
Anatomy, Surgery, anq Practice 
of Me9icine. 
D. s. FAlllCHIJ.D, 
Histology, Pathology, ThernpeuticH 
and Comparative Anatomy. 
c. E. BESSEY' 
Botany. 
'I'. E. POPE, 
Chemistry and Toxicology. 
rrHE COURSE IN VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
The purpose of this course is to furnish a thorough, practical 
and theoretical training in the Veterinary speoialty of medicine 
and surgery. It aims, furthermore, to prepare young men for the 
practical work of the Veterinary profession. 
The course of study includes two years and embraces a por-
tion of the studies of the course in Sciences related to the Indus-
tries, together with the lectures on the technical and special top .. 
ics of the course, and practice in the Microscopical and Anatomi-
cal Laboratories and the Veterinary Hospital. 
GRADUATION. 
Each graduate is entitled to the degree of Doctor of Veterin-
ary Medicine. The candidate for graduation must pass his exam-
inations with the standings required in the other college courses, 
and present.a final thesis in Veterinary Science. 
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COURSE OF STUDY. 
FIRST, OR JUNIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
General Chemistry __ a. 
Labor11.tory Practice __ 2. 
General Zoology __ 2. 
Laboratory Practic~--1· 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals __ 5. 
Dissections and Clinics __ 5. 
Materfa Medica __ 2. 
SECOND TERM. 
Elementary BotanY.--2. 
Comparative Anatomy __ 4. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals __ 5. 
General Chemistry_:..2. 
Laboratory Practice __ 2. 
:Mat.eria M edica. _ .2 
Veterinary Medicine __ 2. 
DissectionR and Clinics.-5. 
SECOND, OR SENIOR YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Medicine and Surgery __ a. 
Medical Botany _-2. 
Therapeutics .. 2. 
Organic Chemistry anri Toxicology __ 2. 
l.iaboratory Practice __ ! 
Histology and Physiology _-4. 
Laboratory Practice __ !. 
SECOND TERM. 
Medicine and Surgery __ 3. - - -------- -
Comparative an<.l General Pathology_ .5. 
Laboratory Practice __ !. 
Therepeutics,_2. 
Veterinary Obstetrics __ 2. 
Pharmaceut.ical Chemistry __ 2. 
Laboratory Practice .. _!. 
V derinary Sanit-ary Science and Police __ 2, 
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THE SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
SPECIAL FACULTY. 
EMM.A P. EWING, DEAN, 
Domestic Economy. 
J. L. BUDD, 
THE PRESIDENT. 
c. E. BESSEY. 
Botany. 
D. s. FAIRCHILD, 
31 
Horticulture and Gardening. 
T. E. POPE, 
Chemistry. 
Hygiene and Physiology. 
MARTHA BINOLAin., 
French and German. 
COURSE IN DOMESTIC ECONOJ.\IY. 
This course is based upon the assumption that a pleasant 
home is the surest safeguard of morality and virtue; and- one of 
the essential elements of broad culture. Its aim is to prepare 
young women for the highest demands of home life. 
No industry is more important to human happiness than 
that which makes the.home; and no one requires for its perfect 
mastery a greater amount of theoretical study and practical train-
ing. 
The design of the course in Domestic Economy is to furnish 
thorough instruction in the arts of the household, and the sci-
ences relating thereto; and it is arranged with special reference to 
giving young women such a liberal and practical education as will 
incite them to a faithful performance of the everyday duties of 
life, and inspire them with a belief in the dignity and nobleness 
of an earnest womanhood. 
The course of study includes two years, but will as f&-r as 
practicable be made complete each term. 
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This course requires the antecedent studies necessary for ad· 
mission t.o the regula-r freshman class. 
GRADUATION. 
The candidate for graduation must m-eet college requirements 
in standing, in f:our terms of Domestic Economy, four terms of 
Science or Mathematics, and four terms of Language, Literature, 
History or Music, and present a final thesis, in accordance with 
college law, upon some special topic in Domestic Economy. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
~'IRST YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
l >om es tic Economy •. 5, 
Laboratory pmctice, 3 houni per 
day. 
Science; Chemistry, Botany, Gardening, 
Physics or Physiology. 
Language and J.iterature; Rhetoric, 




Domestic 1<:conomy __ 5
1 
Laboratory Practice 3 hours per day. 
Sctence; Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Dai-
rying. Physics or Physiology. 
Language and Literature Rhetoric, La.tin, 
German or French. 




Domestic Economy __ 5, 
Laboratory Practice 3 hours per 
day. 
Sc-Lenee; Chemistry, Botany, Landscape 
Gardening, Zoology, Geology or 
Physics. 
La11guoge and Ltterature; Rhetoric, 
La.tin, German, French, English 
Literature. 
H18tory; Sophomore History. 
Music. 
SECOND TERM. 
Domestic Economy __ 5, 
Laboru.tory Practice 3 hours.per day. 
Science; Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, 
Physics, 
Lanugage and Literature; Rhetoric. 
Latin, German, French,• 
Literary Criticism, Ethics. 
Music. 
i 
I 1 I • #.J' 
"GENERAL 't-IME TABLE OF RECITATIONS AND L~CTURES. 
' 
[The time of Laboratory Practice in each study is arranged by the Professons.] 
11 A. M. 
Latin-5. 
German, M. TU. TH. F, 
Rhetoric, M. w. F. 
Dairying, TU. TH, 
~"'RESHMAN CLASS. 
FIRST TERM. 
1 P. l'tl.-2. 2-8. 
--- ------· ---·---·- -· ---- ·-- - ---












3--4. I~ 4--5. 
-- ----- - ------- --- -- --
'Ii' 
Rhetoric, M. w, F. 
Agriculture, TU. TU. 




Bot.any, TIJ. TH. 
Zoology, M. w. 
Composition, F. 
Model Drawing, M. w. 
nrawing, M. F, 
Drill, w. 










Zoology, w. F. 
Physics, TU. TH. 
Spherical Trigonometry, M w. 
11-13. 
Chemistry, lll. w. F. 
Botany, TU. TH. 
---------------------- -- ------------------------
SECOND TERM. 




Principles of Mechanism, Tu, TH. 
Ph~:M.W,F. 
Chemistry, 'IU. TH. 
Botany, Tu. TH. 
Stock-breeding, M. w. F 
Descriptive Geometry, Tu. TH. 
Railrol\d Surveying, M. w. F. 
8-9. 
Calculus-5 
Farro Economy, Tu. TH. 
Ma.teria Medica, TU. TH. 









Principles of }{echanil'!m--5. 
Ra.ii road Surveying, M, w. F 
SECOND TERM. 
Physic1:1, w. F. 
Chemistry, Tu. TH. 
Mechanical Drawing, TU. TH. 
Landscape Gardening, M. 
Materia. Medica, TU. Te. 
Anatomy of Domestic Animals, M. 
W.F. 
Political Economy, M. w. F. 
Commercial Law, TU. TH. 
11-12. 
Physics, :r.r. w. F. 
Chemistry, TU. TH. 
Stereotomy, TU. TH. 
Comparative Anatomy, TU, w. TH F. 
Domestic Chemistry, n. 
Analytical Mechanics-5. 
Horticulture, 111. w. F. 
&-9. 
Grasses and Forage Plants, 111. w. 
Agricultural Chemistry, TU. TH. 






Anatomy of Domestic Animals-5. 
Civil Engineering-5. 
Chemistry and Toxicology, TU. TH. 
Meehan icnl Engi neering-5. 
10-11. t ---- -- --- -1· 
Psychology-5. 
Medieal Botany, M. w. 
ThernpeuLici:i, TU. TH. 
SECOND TERl\L 
-- ------
Experimental Agriculture, Tu. w. 
TH. 
Classification of Science, and Soci-Practice of Veterinary Medicine-5 
Astronomy_, Tu. TH. 
Therapeutics, TU. TH. 
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery, 
hi. W. F. Chemistry, w. 








Comparative and General Pathol-
ogy-5. 
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OTH--ER STUDIES, DISSERTATIONS, DEGREES, Ere. 
MIXED OPTIONAL COURSES, AND THE COLLEGIATE 
UERTIFICATE. 
Any person of the requisite age and preparation, not a candi-
date for a degree, who may desire to pursue a line of study in some 
particular science or art, wilJ, upon application to the President, 
be allowed the advantages of the College classes and all other 
facilities afforded by the Institution. 
Students having successfully pursued a line of study in the 
institution, but not such as to entitle them to graduation,~ill, 
upon application to the Faculty, be granted the College Certifi-
cate showing their standings in such studies. 
DISSERTATIONS IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS. 
Junior and 8Pnior students in all the courses are required to 
prepare dissertations upon topics embraced in the studies they are 
pursuing, and approved by the Professor and Faculties having 
charge of such studies. The Professor shall have entire super-
vision of the dissertation so writte-n, being sole judge of the fitness 
for reading, and shall report its completion to the President. Two 
such dissertations are required during the last term of the Junior 
------l:~L..~~Q_two during tbefirst term of the Senior year. - ...... ---··---......... ____ _ 
-- . -- -- ~--. -· ,.. 
THE GRADUATING THESIS. 
Every Candidate for graduation shall present an acceptable 
thesis upon some distinctive subjent in the course of study which 
he bas taken. 
The topic must be selected and submitted for approval on or 
before the last Monday in March of the Senior year, and the com-
pleted thesis must be presented to the proper Faculty six weeks 
before Commencement day. · 
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Every thesis must be neatly written, upon unruled .paper~--of ·-
a size designated by the Faculty. After acceptance and formal 
-·-reading it shall become the property of the College, and shall be 
deposited in the Library. __ 
T.en theses shall be designated for public reading or speaking 
on Commencement day, the general and-special Faculties select-
ing each ~-ts quota, the basis of such selection being [a1 the value 
of the thesis, [b] scholarship in the course of study pursu.ed, and 
[c] the student's conduct duflng his stay in College .• The remain-
ing theses shall be read before an open session of the Trust~es and 
Faculty of the College. 
Each thesis shall be in the special charge of the Professor 
giving instruction in the branch of learning u~on which it treats, · 
and such Professor will be responsible to" the Faculty for its super-
vision and correction. 
THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE. 
U.pon the completion of any of the regular courses of study 
the proper Rachel.or's Degree is conferred upon the graduate. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B. Sc.) is conferred 
upon the graduate in the Course in the Sciences Related to the 
Industries. 
The degree of BA,PHELOR OF SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE (B. 
8. A.) is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in Agricul-
ture. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
(B. M. E.) is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in 
Mechanical Engineering. 
The degree of BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING (B. c. E.) 
is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in Civil Engineer-
ing. 
The degree of DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE (D. v. M.) 
is conferred upon the graduate in the Course in Veterinary Sci-
ence. 
The graduating fee is two dollars. 
HIGHER ;DEGREES. 
These degrees are conferred upon candidates recommended by 
the Faculty, in conformity with the following rules: · / 
1. The degree of Master of Science (M. Sc.) is open to Bache-
lors of Science who are graduates of the Course in Sciences Re-
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-1-ai-ted-to- the industries, and previotis· to 1881-; of the Ooursem--=--··-----
Science related to Agriculture, and the Ladies' Course of this 
College. 
-. _2. The degree of Master of Scientific Agriculture (M. S. A.) 
is open to Bachelors of 8cientific Agriculture. 
3. The degree of Mechanical Engineer (M. E~ j f~ op~n_to._ 
Bachelors of Mechanical ~~ngineering, and Bachelors of Science 
previous to .1878, who are graduates of the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Course of this College. 
4. The degree of Civil Engineer (C. E.) is open to Bachelors 
~f Civil Engin-eering, and Bachelors of Science previous to 1878, 
who are graduates of the Civil Engineering Course of this Col-
lege. 
5. The degree of Master of Philosophy (M. Ph.) is open to 
graduates of any of the four-year courses of study in this Col-
lege. 
6. The Ji'aculty will recommend for the degree of Master of 
Science, candidates otherwise qualified, who, after taking their 
Bac>helor's degree, shall reside at the College for at leaBt one year 
and pursue, during that time, a course of scientific study embrac-
ing at least two subjects selected with the approval of the Faculty 
from the list of post-graduate studies; and shall pass a thorough 
examination upon that course, showing in one of the subjects 
special attainments, and shall prt-',sent a satisfactory thesis. 
7. The Faculty will recommend for the degree of Master of 
Scientific Agriculture, candidates otherwise qualified, who, after 
taking their Bachelor's degree, shall reside at the College for at 
least one year, and pursue, during that time, a course of Agricul-
tural and Scientific study embracing at least two subject.a seleeted 
with the approval of the Special Faculty from the subjoined list 
of post-graduate studies; u.nd shall pass a thorough examination 
upon that course, showing. in .one of the subjects special attain-
ments, and shall present a satisfactory thesis. 
8. The Faculty will recommend for the degrPe of Mechani-
cal Engine_er, candidates otherwise· qualified who, after taking 
their Bachelor's degree, shall reside at the College for at least one· 
Y.ea.r, and pursue, during that time a course of study in Mechani-
cal Engineering, and at least one additional subject, selected with 
the approval of the Faculty, from the subjoined list of post-grad-
uate studies; and shall pass a thorough examination upon that 
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- --Gourse, siiowi~g in-cme-oi~e: subjects apecial attainments, and 
shall-also-present a-aatisfactory thesis. ' 
9. The Faculty will recommend for the degree of Ciyil .En-
gineer, candidates otherwise qualified~--wbo, aftei: taking t:P,eir 
Bachelors deg.rcee, .shall reside at the College_ for at ~east one year, 
and pursue during that time a course of study in Civil Engineer-
ing, and at least one additional subject, selected with the approval 
of the Faculty, from the suojoined Jist of post-graduate studies; 
and shall pass a thorough examination upon that course, showing 
in one of the subjects special attainments, and shall also present 
a sath1factory t~esis. 
10. The Faculty will recommend for the degree of Master of 
Philosophy, candidates otherwise qualified, who, after taking 
their Bachelor's degree, shall reside at the College for at least-one 
year, and pursue during that time a course of study embracing at 
least two studies selected with the approval of the Faculty, of 
which Science of Language, Psychology, Soci11l Science, or Higher 
Mathematics shall constitute the principal subject; and shall .pass 
a thorough examination upon that course, showing in the princi-
pal subject chosen special attainments, and shall also present a 
satisfactory thesis. 
11. These degrees may be respect.ively conferred upon Bach· 
elors of Science, Bachelors of SciP.ntific Agriculture, Bachelors of 
Mechanic~! Engineering, and Bachelors of Civil Engineering, 
graduates of this College who have not resided here since gradua-
tion, who, at a date not earlier than three years after graduation, 
shall pass a thorough examination and present a thesis, as in case 
of residence. 
12. Every resident graduate must apply in writing for e:xam-
ination at least six weeks previous to the annual meeting of the 
Board of Trustees, stating explicitly the subjeet in which he de-
sires to be examined, and, at the time of examination, (which 
may be four weeks previous to the meeting of the Board,) he must 
present to the Faculty his final thesis. 
13. Every non-resident candidate must notify the Faculty of 
his candidature in writing at least six months previous to the an-
nual meeting of the Board of Trustees, stating explicitly his pres-
ent qualifications, and the course of study which he intends to 
offer; he must, also, six weeks previous to the annual meeJiing of 
the Board, apply in writing for examination, stating explicitly 
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the studies in which he desires to be examined, and at the time 
~of examination, (which may be four weeks previous to the meet-
ing of the -Board,) he must present to the Faculty bis final ·tnests;------
14. The graduating fee is two dollars. 
POST-GRADUATE STUDIES. 
Instruction and opportunities for study are given in the fol-
lowing branches to post-graduate students: 
1. Psychology, 2. The Philosophy of Science. 3. Social Sci-
ence. 4. 'rhe English Literature of the Elizabethan Period. 5. 
Scie~ce of Language. 6. Physiological Botany. 7. Systematic 
Botany. 8. Special Zoology. 9. Original Designs of Engineering 
. .Structures. 10. Veterinary Pathology and Materia Medica. 11. 
Principles of Breeding. 12. Appplied Merhanics. 13. Agricul-
tural and Organic Chen1istry. 14. Advanced Physics. 15. Ana-
lytical Geometry and Calculus. 16. Horticulture and Forestry. 
17. Agriculture. 
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-M-E:AN-S-: AND M-E-THODS O-F IN~TRUCTI0-N1 - -- --
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE. 
This school has been organized as one of the divisions of col-
lege work, to meet the wants of such pupils as desire an extended 
course in the sciences which· underlie· Agriculture, with special 
reference to their practical application in the diversified indus-
tries of the farm. Particular attention is paid to the problem of 
economical production, and to the reduction of farm improve-
ment n.nd management to a science which shall eliminate, as far 
as practicable, elements of uncertainty, and foster well defined 
principles of assured suecess. In this special line of instruction 
it is the purpose to evolve the science in Agriculture as distinct 
from pure skill and from the sciences relating to Agriculture. 
This course includes four years of college work, and for breadth 
and. thoroughness of instruction is in every way equal to the 
other courses offered the student. The distinctive work of the 
school is divided into two departments, Agriculture and Horti-
culture. 
AGRICUL'l'URE. 
During the first term, Freshman year, the descriptive zoology 
of our domestic animals is taught two days per week, with lessons 
upon the management of stock and its comparative value for tb~ 
farm. Full illustrations of this branch can be found in the lar~~ 
variety of grade al;ld thoroughbred stock on the College farm. ·· 
In the second term instruction in the DAIRY is given three 
days per week, 'during which the following topics are discussed 
in a practical way: Essential points of the Dairy Cow; the best 
Bree~ and Crosses; Food and Management ; Milk, its Constitu-
ents, and its Value for Food; Practical Dairying ; the Manufac-
ture of Butter and Cheese by the Most Approved Methods. To 
illustrate and demonstrate the various problems, there is upon 
the farm a dairy of seventy cows, composed of pure Sho:rthorns, 
" 
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"' Holsteins ans;l Jerseys, and grades of the same breeds. The dairy 
-barn is ample for eighty cows, and with facilities for storing-lood _ 
and making ex-periments upon a corresponding scale._ _The 
Cr~amery isaRubstantialstructure, with a full supply of improved 
- apparatus. 
The auxiliary studies pursued during the J:i,reshman yearare 
----Algebra, -Geometry, Rhetoric, Botany, Zoology, Bovk-keepingt 
--Bra-wing-and Composition. 
Dul"ing the Sophomore year the supporting studies, Botany, 
Chemistry, Zoology, Physics and Mathematics are pursued. In 
the second term STOCK-BREEDING is taught, three lessons per 
week. ttnd a course of lectures is given upon the laws of heredity 
and their application in the breeding of farm stock. 
It is believed that few institutions possess such complete fa-
cilities for illustration in this department as can be found in the 
thoroughly systematic division of improved stock, horses, cattle, 
sheep and swine upon the College farm. 
Jn the Junior year, first term, a very important course of lee;. 
tures is given upon FARM EcoNO!\IY, including detailed plans 
and methods of farm investment and improvement, the limit of 
profitable expenditures in buildings, fences and labor, the prob-
lems of increasing the ratio of income to the investment, etc.; and 
in the second term How Plants Feed and Grow is taught, with 
particular reference to our peculiar soil and climate. During the 
year the relating studies, Physics, Vegetable Physiology, Land-
scape Gardening and Farm Engineering are pursued; also the 
following general branches: English Literature, Political Econo-
my and Commercial Law. 
. The special studies pursued in the Senior year are Experi-
mental Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry, Veterinary Science, 
and Lectures on Food, which cover a domain of knowledge of great 
practical value. They enable the student to understand soils, 
cereals, grasses, fertilizers, improved machinery and methods of 
cultivation, the anatomy, physiology and food of domestic ani-
mals. These intensely practical branches are balanced by the 
study of Geology, Mineralogy, Psychology and the Philosophy of 
Science. 
HORTICULTUR.E AND FORES~RY. 
'Ilbese studies form a part of the regular course in Agriculture. 
Singly and alone the time allotted to this technical line of duty 
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an~ou-ta:-·awompUsh-Uttle-more--t-han-to-mak-e-:the-stu· - ----
dent familiar with some of the leading modes and methods of 
empirical gardening, considered mainly as a mere art~- -Suin 
---porteQ,llowever,-o-y-·tne-ruli-cnurse;1rnuttrra-l-scimrees, the ron-1-----
tine of Horticultural operations rises above tlie lev.el of unreason-
ing oustom to the rank of applied science. The cultivated plant 
becomes a thing of life, varied in vitality, habit of growth, and 
fruitfulness by conditions of soil and air more or less under con-
trol. 
The Course begins with the second term of the Freshman 
year. No text-books are used in this or the Sophomore year, as in 
the consideration of the subject of small-fruit growing, orchard-
ing, lawn-planting, flower border, and forestry, we have no text-
book as yet adapted to our prairie soil anrl climate. Instruction 
is imparted by sea..~onable lectures, making every pos~ible use of 
the many instructive object lessons of the grounds, the Nurseries, 
the Orchards and the Horticultural Museum. 
The supporting studies in Botany, Chemistry, Entomology, 
Agriculture, etc., fit the class during the first and second terms 
of the Junior year for the intelligent consideration of Theoretic 
Horticulture as outlined in "Lindley's Theory of Horticulture," 
enabling the student to comprehend important principles pertain-
ing to vital force, germination, root and stem growth, leaf forma-
tion and function, climatic adaptation, etc.; intimately associated 
in our .climate with perfect failure or varied degrees of success in 
all Horticultural operations . .. 
THE MEANS FOR PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION. 
1. The Vegetable Gardens. 
2. The Flower Borders. 
3. The Ornamental Grounds. 
4. The Experimental N urserie.c.;. 
5. The Experimental Orchards. 
6. The Small-fruit Plantations. 
7. The Forestry Plantations. 
8. The Propagating Rooms. 
9. The Propagating Pits Under Glass. 
10. The Collection of Native and Cultivated Woods. 
11. The Collection of Injurious and Beneficial Insects. 
12. ~he S~ts of Abnormal and Diseased Growths. 
13. A Set of Fae-simile .Fruit Casts. 
14. The Horticultural Museum now accumulating. 
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LABOR. 
To illustrate-eacli oran~h;-and enable the student t-0--becom .... e __ 
: ~a~i~ar wi_tJ:i ~~thods and processes, and acquire some skill, he 
_ _, 1s expected to engage in such labor as will best promote a knowl-
edge of the particllrar study lif naffd;frum-one-to--foUi'-heul!S-each--.-
day., according to the work assigned. The usual compensation 
will be allowed for the time employed. 
. 
THE SCHoo-L OF ENGINEERING. 
This school includes the two departments of Mechanical En· 
gineering and Civil Engineering, each provided with a complete 
course of study. 
The object of the Mechanical and Civil Engineering depart-
ments is to prepare the student for the profession of Mechanical 
and Civil Engineering. Since there is no preparatory class it is 
quite desirable that those intending to pursue either of these• 
courses should come well prepared to enter the Freshman class, 
especially in Mathematics. 
:MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. 
In the Freshman year the course of study is the same as the 
course in the Sciences related to the Industries, except practice 
in the Mechanical Laboratory and the study of workshop tools 
and appliances, and drawing; which are pursued two and one-half 
hours per day throughout the year. The new building, which 
.contains Work, Recitation and Drawing rooms, offers better facil-
ities in these branches than heretofore. The Workshop practice 
is of a general character; it is not pursued with a· view to any par-
ticular trade or calling. Each student is required to make a set 
of elementary forms, and to execute a series of problems, which 
will give a general training, and at the same time enable him to 
produce that excellence of finish and correct fitting which is re-
quired in modern workmanship. 
In the Sophomore year Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, 
Land Surveying, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, and Princi-
ples of Mechanism, cont:Jtitute the leading studies. During the 
last term the principle of the slide-valve is taken up, and a design 
of an engine completed. • . 
The ·Principles of Mechanism and Cinematics are finished 
tbe:ft.rst nine weeks of the Junior year, after which Analytical 
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Mechanics and the Resistance of Materials occupy five reoH;_ations 
--per-..wook-th-J.?Gagh0at-the-enti-Pe-yeart-Jeetu-r:es-a,atl-ex-per-~J;lial-­
work are added as the class advances in the different subjects., 
-- - 'l'b-e -student- determines-from- exp-eriments -the- lawsatrd.-co-;-ef-- .. 
--- --:fieient-·ef-elastieity, and the modu-1Ju?__...o.-4!f-s,....t--r e"""'n .... g-rit+hr-7"1ocf!.f-rdHj+1:ffime""':rer:nn,..,t1-.-
materials. The work of the Mechanical Laboratory for this year 
is chosen, having in view its usefulness to the Mechanical En-
gineer. · - ---- - -- --
In the Senior year the study of Prime Movers and Thermo-
Dynamics occupies the greater part of the time; The st·eam En-
gine, by Rankine, is used as a text-book. For the purpose of 
making tests in this subject a fifteen-horse power Harris-Corliss 
Engine has a Richard's Indicator fitted to it; a four-horse power 
side valve engine has also the Indicator, a friction brake, and 
calorimeters fitted to it. A given amount of fuel is placed in the 
bands of the student, he makin~ all the tests and determining 
the efficiency of the furnace and engine. During this year at 
least"one original design of some machine 1nust be made, with 
complete working drawings in detail, and at least one complete 
drawing finished in line shading and one in water colors. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING. 
The basis of this course of study is laid by a sytematic drill 
in Algebra and Geometry during the Freshman year. In the 
Sophomore year, first term, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry and 
Land Surveying are taught in the class-room, and the latter is 
supplemented by work in the field, where the student becomes 
acquainted with all the mainual portions of the business, and ac-
quir~s proficiency in the use of the chain, compass, transit, and 
other instruments. Notes are kept of the data taken as in 
actual work, and from these the areas calculated and the :fields 
platted. In the second term Descriptive and Analytical Geome-
try are begun, and the latter finished, having five recitations per 
week during the whole term. In the former three recitations, or 
lectures, per week are given during the first twelve weeks, in ad-
dition to which the student prepares twenty plates of drawings, 
each consisting of some special graphical problem which involves 
one or more· of the general problems of Descriptive Geometry. By 
this means Mechanical Drawing is practiced at the same time that 
its- underlying science is studied'° In this year the course be· 
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co~~ more strictly technical. During the last term the various 
methods of laying out railway curves puttinO' in switches and 
.d ..... ' 0 
s1 e:tracks, and setting Blope-stali:es, are taug~ As nearly 88---
possi_bl_.e__aU _the problems investigated in the class-room are ta.ken 
intn1;h0--fi.eld and staked out upon the ground. Data are also 
taken for problems in earth work, ootnexcavatfon afiClemb1mir--- -
ment,, and the cubic contents calculated. 
--- ---~rn the Junior-year Calculus is taught during the 6rst -~rm, 
there being five recitations per week. Descriptive Geometry, is 
c_onthiued in much the same manner as before, only dealing with 
the higher problems of Stereotoiny, Shad.es, Shadows, and Per-
spective, and Isometric Drawing. About twenty plates of draw-
ings are prepared. Railroad Engineering is also continued during 
tbe first half term. 
In the sec6nd term Analytical Mechanics and the Strength 
of Materials ijCcupy five recitatiQ.µs per week. During this term 
also a prac~e survey of a portion of a railway line is undertaken 
and the en\'Jneering of the work carried as far as is possible with-
out actual construction. The line is run, the curves put in, the 
profile taken, the grades determined upon, and then it is cross-
sectioned and left ready for the contractor. The notes of the work 
are kept exactly as in actual practice, and from them a profile 
and plan are drawn, including the more important topographical 
features of the adjoining lands. 
During the first term of the Senior year the subject of Bridge 
and Roof Structures is taken up and continued during the entire 
year, there being five recitations per week during both terms. Ii:t 
connection with the recitations, each student is requiredito make 
a detailed drawing -of some iron bridge in the yicinity of the Col-
lege, and, also, to make detailed drawings of two or three original 
designs for bridge structures. Duriug the second term the study 
of bridge work, including trestles, cattle guards, turn-tables, etc., 
is. continued. Sanitary Engineering and Docks a:qd Retaining 
Walls are taught the last thirteen weeks of the term, with ft ve 
recitations per week. Astronomy, as relating to the determin-
ing of meridians, latitudes, longitudes, local timet etc., occupies 
two recitations per week for the entire term. The general sub· 
ject of Contracts, Specifications, Relations of the Engineer to the 
Contractor, etc., are now conside;red. In all studies connected 
with CivirEngineering, it is the aim of the department to give 
a ·thoroughly practical as well as theorectieal knowledge of the 
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subjects-taught, and to fit the student for immediate entr&nce upon 
---the-duties..-0f.an-.engine.t=J.:.------~---------
Many of tl;le problems involved can be but imperfectly taught 
by-tex-t-book.s alone,- -and to be fully-mastered, must be-solved-i-n~-­
t-he neld-;- -H-owe-ver w~ll the student m-ay have understood the 
theoretical solution of such a problem as the laying out of a rail-
way curve, he will be puzzled to know what to do first, when he 
sets up bis transit and attempts to apply his knowledge. In land 
surveying, for instance,_ the lands to be measured are not smooth, 
polygonal planes, su11h as are represented on paper, but hillsides 
and valleys, covered in many cases by trees and bushes, and in-
tersected by streams and.morasses, with borders frequently formed 
by the irregular shore of a river or lake. These are the actual 
problems which the student must meet, and they can only be 
solved where they are found-on the ground. 
But this is not all. For the purpose of education something 
more is required than simply the knowledge of how to do things: 
the principles upon which the operations are based, the reasons 
for the various processes involved' and even the theoretical solution 
of the ideal problem which is never found in natnre, are all of the 
highest value, and should never be omitted from a scheme of 
technical education. 
THE SCHOOL OF VETERINARY SCIENCE. 
It is the purpose of this school to trajn students for practice 
in the veterinary specialty of medicine. The vast proportions of 
the stock interest in the West, the enormous losses that are being 
sustained from sporadic and contagious forms of disease among 
domestic animals, and the low standard of veterinary knowledge 
existing throughout the country rendered the establishment of 
such a school an imperative necessity. There is a wide and in~ 
creasing demand for thorottghly trained veterinary practitioners, 
and no field for the exercise of skill and ability has been left so 
entirely unoccupied or offers stronger inducements. 
The want of proper facilities for study in this department of 
medical science has necessarily kept the profession far below the 
position it occupies in European countries. But the extent to 
which some of our important material interests are threatened by 
epizootic diseases has awakened public sentiment to tlie import-
ance of ·providing for that sort of inEttruction that bhall be of value 
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- i~:--t~~--~~ven-t.fon and treatment of such diseases. A course of 
::stu~h;a~~ted-thatkln__no__way_ inferior to those of the 
______ _:~e-~~;~.ii$.¥8µ q:r American colleges. The departme~tsof-iilstruc--
- t19n:are ,~}p~-yld-e_d-for and the facilities are good. These will 
be-.especi~lly referred to under t~e several departments. 
. AN4-1?0MY OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS.-In this course the anat-
.. - .. _omy,:Jl.(.~.b.~ .!!~~s~ -~ill_ be the special object of study, but important 
str.u~tu""al differences of other domestic animals will be carefully 
nqt~d. The lectures on anatomy will be illustrated by means of 
p~te.s, m<;>dels, skeletons and prepared specimens of all the or-
gl\JJS· A convenient ~d well-furnished dissecting-room affords 
;:::tp.e students every facility for this important part of anatomical 
,work. All dissection will be personally superintended by the 
· J;>rofessor ~n charge, or by the demonstratqr; and each student 
will be required ,to make a prescribed number of dissections before 
· he· can be eligible for final examination. The course will include 
one lecture each.day dudng the Junior year. 
ZOOLOGY AND ·COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.-In the Junior year 
tnere are, in the tirst t~rm, two recitations per week in Zoology, 
. dealing ex~lusively with invertebrates. During this time the 
~- student spends one forenoon each week in the laboratory in the 
~ssection of typical forms. In the second term there are four 
recit,:itions or' iectures per week upon General Comparative Anat-
omy. 
HISTOLOGY, AND PHYSIOLOGY .-This course embraces: 1st, 
SY.STEM.A.TIO HISTOLOGY. TJ:iis section deals with the minute 
anatomy of the animal tissues, and is taught systematically by 
lectures throughout the fi'rst term of the Senior year. 2d. 
PRACTIOAL HISTOLOGY. This includes the practical study ofthe 
various tissues of the animal body by the aid of the microscope. 
: The various methods of preparing tissues for microscopic exam-
ination are taught, with the object of familiarizing the eye of the 
-Student with the minute anatomy of all the tissues of the animal 
'body. :This study is prosec;uted by the student under the· itnme-
diate.supervision of the Professor. The entire course in Histology 
. includes about· eighty lectures, with six hours laboratory work 
per week. The facilities in this department are excellent. The 
laboratory ~ a large, well-lighted room, supplied with· a large 
nU:D'.!ber of histological microscopes of tile most approved stands, 
furnished with :first-Class objectives. There are also large stands 
wit~ high powers for the more difficult work and for comparison. 
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PHYSIOLOGY is taken up in the first term of tlie second year, 
and is taught by lectures, recitations and demonstrations. Phy-
siology is carried along with Microscopical Anatomy, tdl-:wliieh it 
bears a close relation. This course includes a'bout sixty lectures. 
Laboratory facilities are offered students who desire to engage ih 
original work. 
GENERAL COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY, P~THOLOGIOA.LAN· 
ATOMY AND HISTOLOGY embraces: 1st. The study of the 'Path-
ology of the epizootic and general diaeases of cattle, horses, sheep, 
·pigs, dogs and other domestic animals; the natural· history and 
peculiarities of parasites, with the !ffections to which they give 
rise, and the means to be adopted in preventing and destroying 
them. 2d. Pathological Anatomy and Histology. ThiS course is 
full and complete.. Pathological specimens of all kinds are 
brought before the class for the purpose of familiarizing the stu-
dent with the appearance of diseased tissues. The relations of 
Pathological Histology to the principles of medicine and surgery 
are carefully treated of, and the advances made in the application 
of the microscove to exact pathology fully considered. The use 
of the microscope in the study of pathologicai specimens forms 
an important part of the laboratory work during the last term of 
the Senior year. The course in Pathology includes about eighty 
lectures. 
INSTRUCTION IN BOTANY extends through one year, the stu-
dent devoting two exercises per week to this study during that 
time. In the fall term of his first year the student acquaints him-
self with general Botany, and gives some attention to the identifi-
cation of plants, and for that purpose he joins the class in Ele-
mentary Botany in the regular College course. 
In the s1>ring term of his second year the student takes up 
Medical Botany, in which the origin and preparation of medi-
cines derived from the vegetable kingdom are discussed and dwelt 
upon, and by means of carefully selected specimens the student is 
·made familiar with their appearance. 
CHEMISTRY. - General Chemistry embraces manipulating 
chemical apparatus, handling and maki.ng gases, studying the · 
properties of different chemical elements and their compounds. 
In Qualitative Analysis, the s~udents receiveche!!!ic8,J.s, minerals, 
etc., and determine the elements of·which they are composed. 
The course is very thorough, and no student can go into the Sen-
ior year who is unable to analyze correctly inorgaJtic substances. 
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-~rlting chemical reactions and solving problems form an inter .. 
<:ating part of the class work. There are three recitations a ~eek 
~Url~g the ~rst term, two in the second, and laboratory work two 
arternoons a week during each term . . 
In the Senior year students commence to analyze _quantita-
- tlvely, pure chemicals, and as soon as they have acquired suftl .. 
cient skill take up physiological work. This includes the detec .. 
t~o~ or'poison, analysis of urine from healthy and di8eased ani-
mals; examinations of food, including water; qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of the secrebions in and excretions from the 
body, together with such work as the Clinical Department may 
require. Students will also compound or make medicines re-
quired by the school. During the second term original work is 
required. Recitations occur twice a ·week during the year; labor-
atory "work three afternoons daring the firt't term and two in the 
second. 
THEB.APEUTICs.-The physiological and therapeutical value 
of medicines used in Veterinary practice, their properties, uses 
and doses, are carefully considered throughout the Senior year, 
and include about one hundred lectures. 
VETERINARY MEDICINE .AND SURGERY.-This course em-
braces theoretical and practical instruction in the treatment of 
diseases to which all domestic animals are subject, as well as the 
theory and practice of surgery. The lectures are illustrated from 
a valuable collection of specimens illustrative of the morbid anat;.. 
omy as developed by a wide range of diseases. The students have 
the benefit of assisting in a large practice, and those of the Senior 
class are made familiar with the use of instruments and the ad-
ministration of medicines. Several hundreds of animals, includ-
ing horses, cattle, swine and sheep, are kept on the College Farm, 
a large portion of which is breeding stock. Frequent inspection 
·of 'th~e :flocks and herds affords the student most valuable oppor .. 
- tdnit'ies for observing sanitary conditions and gq,ining experience 
in obstetrical practice. The course includes about one hundred 
and eighty lectures. A collateral course of reading, embracing 
. some of the best approved English works on the subjects taught 
is required. ' 
C.LINICS.-One hour each day is devoted to the clinics held 
·at the College HospitaL The advanced student.a are required 
... to examine animals for certificates of soundness, diagnose dis-
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-eases,-an(f prescribe for tbe same-. Hun<lie<;ls of ati(mala· a1'if pre- -
sented at these examinations, for which medical or sur~ical ~d­
vice is r~quired. The student--must:-e-xercise·j.udg-ment as-to-the· 
course of treatment to be pursued in these widely different forms 
of disease. ... 
CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION. 
Candidates for admission must be at least sixteen years of age. 
Before entering the classes they must pass an examination in 
Reading, Orthography; Englisli Grammar and Arithmeti?· 
LENGTH OF COURSE. ' .. 
\ 
The course occupies two years. Sessions begin the first of 
March and continue to the middle of November, with a vacation 
of four weeks in July. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
At the close of each term examinations are given on .. the sub-
jects taught during the term. These examinations are final, with 
the exception of the following subjects, viz.: Anatomy, Materia 
Medica, Therapeutics and Veterinay Medicine and Surgery. On 
the last named branches the student must pass a final examina-
tion at the end of his course. 'rhe method of examination is 
/ 
largely under the control of the Professor in charge, but in every 
case is such as to give ample proof as to the efficiency of the can-
didate. 
GRADUATION AND DEGREE. 
Candidates for graduation must be eighteen years of age; 
must have completed the entire course of study,. and attai~~d a 
standing of seventy-ti. ve per cent. in all the studi~s .. pµrs:ue4. 
Every candidate for- graduation must present an acceptable thesis 
upon some subject approved _by the Faculty. The- degree of Doc-
tor of Veterinary Medicine is conferred upon the graduates of.this 
course. 
Graduates of the course in the Sciences related to the Indus-
tries, upon completing satisfactorily an the studies and work in 
the Veterinary course, will be entitled to thedegreeofthissclioo~. 
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Botany, TU. TJl, 
SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 
. This school has been organized to meet the wants o,f such pu-
pils as desire a thorough course in the sciences which underlie 
Domestic Economy. During the two yen:rs' course each stu-
dent will receive practical drill in all branches of house work, 
and also in household management, the purchase and care of sup-
plies. It also includes care of the sick, with Physiology ttnd Hy-
giene. 
It· is designed that the course of study shall include Domestic 
Science; Dairying, Chemistry, Botany, Physiology, Hygiene, 
·vegetable Gardening, Landscape Gardening, Home Architecture, 
~ 
I 
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House Furnishing, ·Household, Decoration, Ca:re of tne Sick, 
Dressmaking and plain Sewing, and Poultry Raising. 
O-PT-16NAL-STUDIES. 
T~e~e_will include English Literature, History, :f"rench, Ger-
- man nnd M'.usic. -
A certain degree of flexibility is given t.o the course in Do-
mestic Economy, in order to ~dapt it to the special requirementS 
of its students. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS. 
0 ' I 
It is not intended in this department to complete the education 
of the soldier, but to fit those taking the Military course for filling 
intelligently positions in the State troops as line officers and comw 
pany instructors. 
The chief advantages derived are the acquirement of ·a digw 
ilified carriage of the person, a gentlemanly deportment and a 
self-respectful discipline. However, opportunities are afforded 
each for extending the studies in this departmel.ltas desired, the 
College being provided with the necessary arms, accoutrements 
and outfitg for drill and instruction in the Infantry, Artillery and 
Signal tactics, for which special classes will be formed. 
Lectures on military subjects are delivered throughout the 
course, and regular Battalion drill and Dress parade take place 
each Wednesday afternoon. 
All male s~udents of the College, except such as may be ex-. 
cused by proper authority, are required to wear the prescribed 
uniform, and become members of the College Battalion. The Col-
lege uniform is made of good serviceable cloth, and is furnished 
at cost,. the price not exceeding fifteen dollars. 
MATHEMATICS. 
. ! . 
ALGEHRA.-In Algebra there aTe two divisions. The tJ.rst Qf 
these is composed of students who show by their entrance ~xami:­
nation thoroughne98 in Arithmetic and a ready familiarity with 
the principles of Algebra through equations of the Firet D~g-.re.ei · 
the other includes all students obtaining a higq standing in Arit;b.I" 
metic, and passing the required examination in Algebra,. but 
showing in this latter study a want of thoroug~ness. P~rtic.~ar' 
attention is given in this study to the explanation of th~ cai;dln?J . 
principles, and the drill in the solution of problems and,equati<?JlB · 
' 
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is .con(lucted wi~b reference to fixing these principles in the.minds .. ' 
· o( the students. The first division completes the subject in four-
teen weeks; the_ other dev_otes to its study the entire term. 
~. GEOMETRY.--:-4-ll students securing a standing of three (four 
bemf}-peI?fectfJn eith~ of.the_ diyJ~ions Jr.!._~l~bra are permitted 
to enter the c)ass in Geometry. This class is divi"Cied"liit<>twom::·-··-· · ···· 
viSions, corresponding with those in Algebra. The first division 
gives to the study of Plane, Solid, and Spherical Geometry, the 
last four weeks of the first, and all of the second term of the 
Freshman year, while the other division devotes to thesame sub-
ject the eighteen weeks of the second term. In this class the stu-
dent is early taught the full meaning of a Geometrical demonstra-
tion. He is warned against learning the proposition by rote; and 
in order that he may not fall into this rrror, he is, at the end of 
the first book, assigned original° theorems, which he is required to 
demonstrate. H~ is expected not only to thoroughly understand 
each proposition, but to be able to so arrange and present the 
points of the proof as to form a complete and perfect demonstra-
tion·. 
TRIGONOMETRY.-lnstruction is given in this branch during 
the first. nine weeks of the Sophomore year. The class is thor-
oughly drilled in the nature and use of the trigonometrical func· 
ti on~ ' 
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.-This study is pursued by the 
Sophomore class during the second term. The course of instruc~ 
tion ~mbraces Determinate and Indeterminate Geometry, includ-
ing a full examination of the Conic Sections. The underlying 
principles are brought prominently forward and discussed. The 
stu·dent is required to carefully analyze each article, and solve the 
problems connected therewith. To secure thoroughness frequent . \' . 
reviews are g1v.en . 
• ! CALCULUs.-Instruction in Calculus is given during the 
spring term of the Junior yen.r. To enter this class it isnecessaey 
that the student should have passed the lower mathematical 
studies of the course. In no case can the study be pursued suc-
cessfully without previous drill in Analytical Geometry. Buck .. 
ingb~m 's Calculus is used as a text-book. The abs,truse principles 
of ~bi& method of mathematical investigation are explai~ed upon 
tqe thepry of rates, rather than upon the theory of infinitesimals. 
Instruction is given by daily recitations and lectures with a re• 
66 
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.. view each Friday of the week's ... wdrk. Twelve weeks are de-
voted to Integral, and the remainder of the term to Dl:fferential · 
Calculus. - ... - --
PHYSICS-;- - -- '~ ~ -- ---- - ----
The study of physics commences with the Sophomor-e year 
' ' and extends through the Junior year. The following is an out-
ijne of the course of study pursued: In the Sophomore year, first 
term, lectures are given on Mechanics, the laws of motio]1., hy-
drostates, specific gravity, pneumatics, and kindred topics. Dur-
.. ing the Sophomore year, second term, acoustics, including the 
physical theory of music, light, theories of light, mirrors, lenses, 
optical instruments, double refraction and polarization of light, 
are studied. In the Junior year, fi.rst term, he~~' measurement of 
temperatures, measurement of heat constants, ra~aµt heat, calori-
1netry, the steam engine, m~chanical equivalent of heat energy, 
kinetic and potential energy, work, are the principal topics 
taught. For the Junior year, second term, magnetism, electricity, 
and meteorology are studied. During this term all the topics 
usually taught under these heads are considered, and also a brief 
course of lectures given on the conservation of energy, cor.relation 
of forces, dissipation of energy, theory of machines, and other 
similar subjects. 
The Physical Departn;tent is supplied with an excellent lecture-
room, furnished with all modern appliances, such as gas and 
water, which are so necessary in experimentation. Rooms are 
also fitted up for accommodation of students who desire to do spe-
cial work in experimental physics. The course of study is con-
ducted by means of lectures and the text-book combined, illus-
trated by numerous e:l(periments throughout the coui;se. The 
cabinet of philosophical apparatus is one of the most complete in 
the West. .It cost more than eight thousand doliars, and con-
tains the best of optical and electrical apparatus. A large dynamo 
belongs to the laboratory, which can be used for running electric 
lights, or for the purpose of general illustration in the lecture-
room. Ganot's Physics is used as a text-book. 
ADVANCED COURSE IN PHYSICS. 
''l 
An advanced course is provided for those students who de-
sire it. They are expected to have previously passed satisfactorily 
the mathematics included in the course in -"Mathematics and 
Iowa .A._iriculturaZ Oolle_ie. 
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. ·p~~cs;"·' This advanced course occupies the Senior year.. A . 
. c~uree of lectures is given on the methods of physical investiga-
··· - --t1~n.-- -Advanced problems in gravitation, hydros~tic~ and o_ptics 
are aiscussed during the first term. Advanced work in magtiet=". -
ism and electricity occupies the second term, -in which the stu-
dent acquaints himself with all the modern appliances of elec-· 
- - ·-tricity,--which a-re of such enormous practical utility. Grea.fpai.A.~ 
. are taken to give the work a practical bearing, and,-therefore, 
t!ie stu~ent is required to become familiar with batteries and 
I• 
· e.lectl'ic machines. Laboratory work is requireq at least two full 
afternoons each week through the year. The Jaboratocy has an 
excellent galvanometer, and set of .resistance coils, so that good 
. , work can be done in the way of electrical measurements. 
· PosT-GRADUATEs.-Young men who havecompleted a course 
of general scientific study, and desil'e to study specially any of 
the branches of Physics, are invited to avail themselves of tile fa· 
cilities offered here. Particularly \n magnetism and electricity, 
the Physical Cabinet is well supplied with apparatus for p.saist-
ing students who desire to render themselves more proficient in 
these· branches. An advanced degree is offered those who pursue 
successfully for one year the study of physics in connection with 
so~e other kindred study. 
CHEMISTRY. . 
The General Chemistry of the first term of the Sophomore year 
embraces manipulating chemical apparatus, handling and making 
gases, studying the properties of different chemical elements and 
their compounds. In the Qualitative Analysisofthesecond-term:-. 
of the Sophomore year the student receiv~ chemicals, mineralB, 
etc., to determine the elements of which they a~ composed. The 
course is very thorough, and no student can go on to the Junior 
year~who is unable to a~alyze correctly inorganic substa;nces. 
Writing chemical reactions and solving probtems form an· bti}lO~' 
ant part of the elass work. Three recitations a week are Jleldin 
tbe first term and two in the second-laboratory ~ork two after-
noons a week during the year. . _ . 
Inrthe Junior year the student comntences by analyzing que.n--· .... · 
titatfvely pure ch~micals, and as soon as h~.bas acqu~~~~~~.i~nt!. 
ski:U itn:aJyz~s paints, aJloys, minerals, cast-iro!1, w~ter, ·etc .. ·~~e: 
second tennts.-work in the laboratory is a cont1nuaf10n of1the Dist'.·. 
..,. ,i' ~ ' .. , , 
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aq,d includes, also, organic analysis embracing -such. substanee~raa 
bay, milk, uric acid, sugar, etc. The class work in the fir~t term 
eoµ$ists 1•rincipally in working out methods of anaiysis. suitable 
for· compounds whose composition is given. During the second 
term organic chemistry is studied. Two afternoons a week are 
required for laboratory work during the first term, but the labor~­
toz:y is open during the whole day, and as eaeh student has a seir, 
arate desk, he can spend as much e~tra time in the laboratory as 
his other studies permit. 
In the second term of the year a course of lectures on Domes-
tic Chemistry is tlelivered to the young wom~n· of the Junior 
class. 
In the Senior year, first term, lectures are given on Agricul-
tural Chemistry, embracing such topics as the chemistry of soils 
plants, manures, etc. · 
The laboratories cover a space of 4,500 square feet, and have 
one hindred desks, furnished with water and gas; those in the 
quantitative laboratory have filter pumps on each. The facilities 
for instruction in this department are unexcelled in the State, and 
include, in addition to the ordinary apparatus for analysis, scales, 
combustion furnaces, microscope, spectroscope, etc. 
The text-books used in the Sophomore year are Barker's Col-
lege Chemistry, Storer ai}.d Eliot's Qualitative Chemical Analy-
sis; Junior year, Fresenius' Quantitative Analysis, Bloxam's 
Chemistry, Organic and Inorganic. ---
BIOLOGY. 
BOTANY. 
Elementary Botang.-All students in the second term of the 
Freshman year begin the study of the plants around them, mak-
ing drawings and descriptions from specimens of their own col-
lecting. Afterwards, by means of lectures twice a week, with 
illu~trations from fresh or prepared specimens, the student easily 
masters the more important facts relating to the gross anatomy, 
and the physiology of the plants of the several divisions of the 
vegetable kingdom. 
Systematic .hotany.-During the first term of the Sophomore 
year ~e students in all the departments study plants systematic-
ally •. 'TJi'ey,-.J,tre expected to analyze and classify a sufficient I).UID.· 
ber of pla.nt.8 so as to familiarize themselves with the µiore im• 
porta.nt orders and th.e principles of classification. 
" 
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Higher Botany.-The higher course in Botany begins in the 
second term of tbe Sophomore year with the practical study of 
ye~etable Anatomy, the student spending one afternoon each 
week in the µiicroscopical laboratory, and reciting twice a week 
from the text-book. This is continued with the addition of Veg-
etable Physiology, for one term in the Junior year. With faith-
fulness and earnestness on the part of the student, he cannot fail 
to obtain in this course a fair knowledge of the structure and mode 
of growth and nutrition of plants, as understood by modern vege-
table physiologists. The parasitic Fungi are studied and dwelt 
upon to a considerable extent, in accordance with the growing 
idea of their importance in Agriculture, Horticulture and other 
industrial arts. 
Collections of specimens are made by the student throughout 
the course in Botany, and submitted from time to time for exam-
ination. 
The means of investigation are (1) a laboratory capable of ac-
commodating twenty students at once; (2) twenty-one laboratory 
microscopes (with inch, half-inch and sixth-inch objectives made 
by Tolles, Hartnack an Beck); (!3) a Beck's first-class binocular 
microscope, with accessory apparatus (high-power objectives by 
Tolles and Beck); (4) alcoholic and dry materials for use in the 
laboratory; (5) the College Herbarium of about 14,000 specimens, 
including algre, fungi, lichens, liverworts, mosses, ferns and fiow-
ering plants; (5) sets of botanical diagrams and charts; (7) a good 
botanical library; (7) students have access, also, to the collections 
of mosses and fungi, and the private botanical)ibrary belonging 
to the professor. 
ZOOLOGY. 
This science is begun in the second term of the Freshman year 
by the study of Descriptive Zoology, in which are discussed the 
external form, outward relation and geographical distribution of 
the "..arious g;roups of the animal kingdom-the student being re-
quired to make examinations of liv"ing animals as much as possi· 
ble. In the first term of the Sophomore year the subject of Eco-
nomic Entomology is taken up, embPacing lectures and discus-
sions upon injurious and beneficial insects, especially those of the 
orchard, garden and farm, including also a discussion of the en-
tozoan parasites of domestic animals. The life histories are ex· 
amiQed and remedies or checks are discussed. 
The second term of the year is devoted to the special study of 
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Zoology from·a comparative view, Packard's Zoology bei·ng fol-
lowed as a basis. In addition to the ·class-room work of this year 
each-stadent,is required to collect-and identify a certain number 
of specimens, and during the last term of the year one afternoon / 
(or three hours) each week is spent in the laboratory in th~ ·study 
-·of-i:nvertebrates,-assisii;.ed by the necessary microscD_p.es· and dis-
secting apparatus. ~ 
During the first term of the Junior year the-student spends 
one.afternoon. each week in the dissection and study of typical 
forms of vertebrates. 
. The Zoological Museum occupies a large room on the third 
floor of the Main College Building. It includes mounted speci-
mens of a few mammals, several hundred birds, (mounted,) rep-
resenting the avian. fauna of the State; a large collection .of rep-
tiles in alcohol; a few native fishes, and a collection of Pacific 
coast fishes, furnished by the United States Fish Com~ission; a 
small but typical collection of invertebrates, with a set of glass 
models of delicate marine for.ins. A set of the "Ward Models'" 
illustrating the principal larger fossils, is of service in this study, 
as well as in Geology. There are also cabinets of native insects, ~ 
em'bracing the common and injurious species as well as many rare 
forms; and collections of eggs and nests of birds, the brains of ver-
tebrates, and skulls and skeletons which are in the P,rocessofform-
ation. 
The museum room, as well as the laboratory, is open to stu-
dent for direct study of specimens. Tables and chairs enough to 
accommodate twenty students at once are provided,. and the 
rooms are open three (usually five) afternoons a week for work. 
· Visitors are admitted to the museum every afternoon from 
one to five o'clock. , 
OOMPARATIVE AND HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 
In the second term of the Junior year the study of Compara-
tive and Human Anatomy and Physiology is taken up in a colirfi'e 
of lectures and text-book exercises through the term. The gen-
eral and special facts of Biology and the anatomical structures of 
the various organisms are described with as much minuteness of 
detail as the time will admit, followed by a resume of the sub-
ject, in which the evolution of the different systems of organs is 
traced from their earliest beginning to their most differentiated 
forms. The ·course is introduced by lectures on Comparative Etn-
,\ beyology. During ,the whole term laboratory work is required 
,· 
\ 
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of-special stude~ts in Zuology, which consists of vertebrate dis· 
sections: particularly of the cat. 
GEOLOGY. 
-:·~--T ~tu,dents of the_-Senior class pursue this subject during the first 
ter~, using LeConte's Elements of Geology as a text-book~- ·Too · -
class makes. frequent· excursions to the quarries near the College in 
quest of specimens, and each student is required to collect as many 
specimens of minerals and rocks as can be readily found 4n the vi-
cinity. The Geological museum possesses a good collection of the 
common rocks and minerals, to which the stud~nt has .access. 
Among other advantages for pursuing this study, the museum 
contains a set of the Ward series of Geological Cast.s. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
POLITICAL ECONOMY.-In this division of Social Science 
are taught by text-books, familiar lectures and discutisions, the 
laws of labor-its products and their costs; the principles of ca pi· 
tal, money, foreign trade, tariff, taxation, and all the influences 
that quicken or retard exchange. The student thus gains a thor-
ough acquaintance with the sc.ientific data that underlie and reg-
ulate industry. He becomes intelligent, moreover, in all ques-
tions of puQlic policy concerning which there is such a wide di-
versity of opinion. 
I 
PSYOHOLOGY.-In the study of Psychology we aim to avoid 
all those questions which the discussion of centuries bas failed to 
solve, and which consequently have no bearing either on human 
conduct or a knowledge of human nature. The object sought by 
the student in this study is to gain a systematic acquaintan<f_e , 
-w:~th _the phenomena of thought, feeling and volition; to get an 
i~jght, clear as may be, into the workings of his own mind, its 
modes of action, its limits, its means and order of growth from 
sense to reasoning. No real progress in Psychology can be made · 
except through the revelations of consciousness. The student 
must attain the difficult art of rightly scrutinizing his own men-
tal states and modes o'f thought. Six essays on topics chosen 
by the professor, are written during the term by each member 
of .the clsss. The facts of Psychology, we may .add, are made 
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aoo, rogetlier. wRlitlie prfnciples orBfOlogy;· trr<5 J>'tOJ>el'ly IJl'epRr"' 
atory to Sociology. The library is well supplied with books of 
reference. 
PHILOSOPHY o~ SCIENCE.-This subject, which occupies the 
Senior class for three weeks of the fall term, iM presented by lectures 
on the creation and classification of the sciences; methods of in· 
vestigatio~, pbservation-, experiment; and hypothesis; iRductive 
and deductive reasoning, necessary and contingent truths, _re-
gressive reasoning illustrated by geometry, limits of scientific 
knowledge, etc. 
-
Soc10LoGY .-The remaining portion of the Senior year is 
given to a.rapid survey of the fundamental principles of Sociolo-
gy. This survey will comprise the data c;>f the science, namely: 
the feelings, ideas, and wants of man; the primitive condition 
of the human race-its superstitions, erroneous beliefs, a-nd the 
impulses by which savage tribes struggled up into civilized na-
tions. A brief account will also be given of the origin and 
growth of gove,rnment, law, science, religion, industry and art. 
The object sought is sirnply to lay the foundation for future ac-
' quisitions. 
COMMERCIAL LAW. 
It is the aim in this study to present the general principles of 
law relating to ordinary business transactions. Contracts, agency 
partnership, sale of goods, commercial paper, and real estate, are 
studied. Parson's Laws of Business, and Clark's Commercial 
Law. are used as text-books. The changes in the common law, 
made by the Statutes of this State, are set forth by mean·s of lec-
tures. 
Particular attention is given to the forms of notes, bills, 
drafts, checks, etc., and by frequent reviews and examinations, 
the student is made familiar with the requisites of the more com-
mon business papers. 
LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE. 
LITERARY CRITICISM.-Stx weeks of the second term of the 
Senior· year are devoted to lectures and seminary work on literary 
criticism. The utmost that can be done, in this brief time, in so 
broad.a field is to secure to the student a general conception of the 
r 
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·· :~varied-and subtle el€ments of power in the literary art, by direct"! 
·i~g his attention to various phases of it, and having him bring liis 
~ste a~d discernment to bear upon the su·bject. ·these personal 
refforts· as furnishing the seed-plot for the more extended discus-
sions of the lecture-room we denominate seminary work. Ju-
diciously managed, the exercise may be made of great profit, es- · 
pecially to young people coveting mastery in this line of effort. 
There are fiye lectures a week. - - -· · ·· 
ETHICS. The remaining portion of the last term of the Sen-
ior year, after the six weeks' work in literary criticism, is devoted 
to a study of the ground-work of moral science, giving a theory 
of Ethica, and subjecting to as close scrutin'y as may be the recent 
systems of evolutionary and sociological Ethics, now ~o exten-
sively claiming the attention of the thinking world, not neglect-
ing as wide application of well-ascertaiued principles to the 
practical problems of real life, as the time wi-ll permit. There 
are five lectures a week. . 
APPLIED RHETORIC.-Three days in the week, of the second 
term of the Freshman year, are devoted to a series of exercises in 
A}lplied Rhetoric, in which the design is to famiJ.!arize the 
mind with those details of composition and expression, ·which 
are most in requisition in practical life, and are usually1Jlost neg-
lectedJ going no further into the theory of philosophy"' of this 
branch than these practical ends will indicate. The ·Wo~R wlll 
.be as far as possible, directly under the eye of the prote~or in 
~~. ' 
• • • ., •· f 
H1sToRY.-A course in History has been planlied for_ !!!e 
young women in the Sophomore year, first term:~ The ain:lfs 
here instead of running over Univers'lil History in a. dry/te;tt-
book fashion, to take hold 0f some fruitful epoch in the'ag~s,·~nd 
develop it, the student furnishing the result of her own research·· 
es along a line of references indicated in the lectw:~~PP!ll· · l ;;:~ _ 
U• -, 4 \ • .j 
ENGLISH LITERATURE.-The first term of' th&" J"uni9f~y~r '- :41' 
is occupied with English Literature proper. A'S there ~ ~u~:· one .. 
term devoted to this, and it is impossible in so brief a space to _be-
come familiar with the whole history of the English mind, 
from the days of the Anglo-Saxon Conquest down to the present 
tin1e a similar method is pursued here as in History-some spe-
cial)~ productive era being selected, and the student req~ired, 
.. under the guide of an outline furnished in the l~ture·~r..~~ to .. 
., ~-
... -
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sµ.m_ ·Q.p in:v:estigati9ns of his own on_ the litemry, soci~l.~ a;nd r~-
~i$i~us.infiu~u~si.p~evaili~g at that time, and giv.~ng char.~Qt.ef-to 
_,..,._ ''.t-l1_1f.,riasterpleees-wµic~'::'V'.ere-tben prorluc~d. At ~his ~tage <>f. -~!!~ 
~tudent's _p1·ogress,. th,e lil>rary becomes the laboratory, .. and care. 
is :taken that the necessary books of reference ~~e furn~!ie4 _to l:l~s 
hand~ · 
-------=-LATI~=A -one-year· course in Latin is prov-ided-i-n-the-.Fresh.. 
man year. The d~sign is simply to meet the practical necessities 
of the .scfe-ntiftc curricula that prevail here. A brief preparatory 
drill i.ntroduces the student to Cresar; after .reading carefully two 
books he enters Virgil's JEneid, and continues it to the end of the 
year. The Roman pronunciation is adopted. AJlen & Green-
ough's text-books are used, and the most ·advanced methods of 
i~p~uting instruction are diligently sought for and practiced. 
GE,RMAN.-This subject ha.s been introduced as an optional 
study in the Freshman year. It is not claimed that anything 
but a rudimental knowledge of the language can be acquired in 
the time allotted, but special effort is made to render this know-
ledge pra~tic~, and to make it the -basis for future attainment. 
" -
F~~~a.-Tbis stuqy falls in tQ.e last three terms of the course 
_in M~e~anical and Civil Engineering; of the ladies', and of the 
. course. JP:"~~p~Qi!li Physics and Matjlematics. The chief end in 
viey-·is··-not'an exl;iaustive and critical knowledge of the grammar:: .. . ,,,_ 
,9f;t1,i~:'langu~ge, but as high a degree of its practical mastery as 
i~ ~t,~_!lit.-:1>~~ iI). _t~~ time. Much time is given to reading, in order 
• to familiatlze the student with different1styles of writing, and to 
gjv~ _facility ip .translating. ~ 
~ t. • ..,,.. 
• 'f(.': · Ip. the st.°OC4'Y of both French &nd German the student is ex-
P.~.fi.~J:? f~otn i~e .beginning, to use the language in the class-room 
· ~ µ,llf'c~ -:as po~sibfo. " 
.·; ,' \ 
.- .. ~;!. :<j~~J.'~~_:c-~~ -~9~~PO~I~~~~ ~~D J?ISSERTATIONS.-Instruct~on. is 
g1;\¥~~1.ll'~glj:~li.>U'ompos1t\on"dur1ng the whole of the fiTst ·term 
. '·' . • . .•• ,-,'f , •)t ~' • •• '6' 
:'!>~ .:' ~~ -t1i~"~res1i:_pl.8.J! year. Correct spelling, use' of capital letters, 
••• , •• *-.• • ,,,.. -
, pu~~tµ.~tion, e.te~;,.:are taught by frequent exe:r;cises. The Juniors 
· iI;t'.tp.e;.:&~bond t~tm, and the Seniors in the first term, write dis- . 
ser1~#oiis for puQlic presenbation. 
·- .... ".. ... .. ~ .. 
~ ~ ~ ., . .. ... '· ~~~~::7~ ~· ~ '·'i:,.~ 
'y. 
-~'-··: .~ 1 ,. r -
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VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC. 
Music is not, by law, a regular study in the College curricu-
lum. Opportunities are given, however, to such as desire it, to 
take lessons upon the organ or piano, or in vocal training. The 
charges are as follows: 
Lessons upon the piano or organ, per term of twenty lessons, 
ten dollars. 
For use of piano or organ, two hours daily practice, fifty cents 
per month. I 
For use of piano or organ, one hour daily pr*'tice, twenty-five 
cents per month. 
Chorus lessons, one lesson per week, one dollar per term of 
ten weeks. " · 
Harmony lessons, in classes, five dollars per term of ten weeks. 
No pupils taken for less than one-half term. 
THE LIBRARY. 
The Library numbers about six thousand volumes. These 
have been selected with reference to the wants of tlie departments, 
the aim being to build up a working library, which shall furnish 
the students and officers of the Co~lege, who are pursuing investi-
gations beyond the ordinary text-bQoks, with the best authorities 
and work.s of reference. It is not the intention of the College t.o 
furnish in its Library a means of amusement, and while 
its officers hope to see students use the books freely, they expect 
that such use shall be in all cases with a definite object in view. 
As the student's stay in College is short, and bis time conse-
quently of the greatest value, he cannot afford to waste it in read-
ing worthl~ss books, nor in the desultory reading of good books. 
It is therefore urged upon students that they lay out for them-
selves courses of reading and study in the library, under the ad-
vice of' the Librarian, or some of the professors. It is urged 
further that students make frequent use of the books of reference 
recommended by the teachers of the varioua College studies. 
The Library is open for consultation or. for the drawing of 
books during the day and evening, from 2 P. M. to 9 P, M. 
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CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS, 
Armstrong, J. F., 
Bell, M. Edna, 
Bevington, T. F., 
Chatburn, Geo."R., 
Clark, U. J., 
Daugherty. J. E., 
Dickey, W. P., 
Garrett, L. M., 
Gill, J. W, 
Hainer, B. T ., 
Hainer, Hermine H., 
Henry, Anna E., 
Hibbs, G. B., 
Hitchcock. A. L., 
Huntley, F. A., 
Lambert, F. L., 
Nichols, E. J., 
Pitmnn, Fred. L., 
Porter, J. F., 
Rice, Addie, 
Sloan, O. H .. 




Wicks, W. J., 
Wier, W. H .. 
Williams. Alfred, 
Wilson, Fannie R., 


































Morrison, W. E. D., 







































Iowa .A_tricultural College. 
Bowie, Chas. S., 
Brown, .L. G., 
Rurns, Peter, 
Cary, C. A, 
Collier, D. B., 
Coy, Ira, 
Goodno, G. F., 
Gray, E., 
Grow, W. A., 
Hayes. W. M., 
Hill, E. N .. 
Hutchin~on, D. L., 
Hutton, Hannah, 
Jackson, L. D., 
Kuorr. G. W., 
Lt:ingfitt, H. J., 
Lipes, J. C., 
J;ock wooo, C. B., 
M<iConnon, Anna G., 
McCoy, L. F. 
Mosier, A.G., 
Nirhols. Anna L., 
Norton, 0. G., 
Pope, J G., 
Porter, C 1ara J., 
Porter, Emma M., 
Quint A. U., 
Schoenleber, F. D., 
Schreckengast, I. B , 
Hc·hre<:kengast, Lydia A., 
Steuru .. nhur~. F., 
UndE:>rhill, C. E., 
Waguer, Cora D., 
Will, H. C., 





































Zen ors ville, 
VETERINARY SCHOOL. 
Bodell, 0. M., 
Collins. D E., 
Hays, W. H .. 
Johnson. M. E., 
Marshall A. H., 
Niles, W. B., 
Sayers, E. E., 
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SOPHOMORES. 
Allen, B. J., 
Andrews, F. M., 
Bagg, F. P., 
Bardwell, F. A., 
Bradford, J. W., 
Becker, 1-Iilda, 





Canady, C. l\L, 
Clark, G. W., 
Cleve1iger, rr. N., 
Clou~h, S. D., 
(;oe, H. C., 
Cole, E. J., 
Crawford, U-uy, 
Davidson, .J. G., 
Davis, C. E., 
Farwell, Marcus, 
Ferguson, A. H., 
Forbes, l\1. Della, 
Foster, .J. ,V., 
Ga.ntbcll, V.- C., 
Oamble, W. E., 
< treene, G. \V., 
< {rey, Mamie R., 
Hainer, Norma, 
Haviland, F. P., 
IIaviland, P. A., 
JI edges. S. H., 
1-Iicks, Grant, 
1-Iuntcr, \V. B., 
.James, .John, 
.Johrn:;on, A. P., 
Johnson, G. A., 
l{elly, D. J.VI., 
Langfitt, Li~zie, 
Lattig, C. P., 
Leverett, Frank, 
Locke, F. Y., 
Loughran, E .. J., 
::McCarthy. G. G., 
:McCarty, 0. E., 
l\IcCaull, .T. L., 
Mendenhall, Montford; 
l\ilenton, D., 
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Rich, 0. W., 
Richman, E. S., 
Roddiwig, Ferd, 
S0hermerhorn. F. B., 
Sherman, A. W., 
Silsby, J. 8., 
Stewart!.. !I· S., 
Talbot, 1\'l. A., 
Van Epps, Harry, 
Warr, W. J., 
Williams, H. S., 
White, W. W., 
Yeisley, E. R., 
Young, G. W .. 
Young. W. F., 
Zenor, H. L., 
Adams, W. l\f., 
Anderson, C. H., 
Allen. J.B .. 
Barnes, J. H., 
Bartholemew, E. \\'., 
Blake, F. J ., 
Baker, E., 
Beach, S. A., 
Boyd, F. W., 
Cadwal1ader, l\i, \V., 
Chatterton, H. L .. 
Chamb'erlain, F. L., 
Clark, 8. B., 
Casey, Emma I., 
Urawford. Esther, 
Coe, W. S., 
Coe, P. W., 
Cole, J. F .. 
Colton, G. H .. 
Councilman, Lizzie, 
Culver, V. L., 
Curtiss, C. F., 
Darling, V'l. ,V., 
Douglass, Carrie, 
Douglass. Flora, 
Evans, F. W., 
Frater, W. H. 
Faville, Frederick, 
Felt, A. C .. 
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Ferman, F. W., 
Flora, U S. G., 
Gray, Ada, 
Gerhard, L. W., 
Gilmore, rrhos. M., 
Hamme~ E.W., 
Harpel, L V., 
Hurper, W. 'f ., 
Hatch, HatUe, 
Heasty, J.E., 
Hicks. E. H., 
H·Jffman. Grant, 
Huglin, C. F., 
John~ton E. S., 
Kierulff. H. N , 
Kirkpatrick, E. A., 
Kuhns, J. E., 
· Laidle-y, 8. L., 
Loughran S. L., 
Mully, li'. W., 
Mel' all, F. C .. 
Mc{ lay, A. P., 
McGavren, R. C., 
Mt>ttlin A J., 
Michael. E S., 
Miller, E. M., 
Morris, J B .. 
McCu1o;ky, Lizzie, 
Noule, C. H, 
O:;borne, A . .!£., 
Pax ton. Joseph, 
Pt'rley J. A., 
Peterson, Wm., 
Preston, H L., 
Pil>rson. Nellie E., 
Porter, 'w. E., 
Randall G. R., 
Rath. Sherman, 
Rice, J.E .. 
Ripley F. H., 
Saylor, H.J., 
Srarr. Hattie M., 
Sha\·er, B. P., 
Schermerhorn. G. L., 
Sherman E. M., 
Sherwood, W. B., 
Sexton, Wesley, 
Smith, W. L., 
Stinson, fl,, E., 
Stober G. W., 
Summers, W. T., 
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Snyder, Theodore, 
Trainer, S. D., 
Wharton, J.P., 
Winchester. E. E., 
Wilson, Ollie May, 
Whittemore, W. M., 
Wood, N. P., 










Benson, May C., 
Benton, L. E., 
Carson, Fannie E., 
Dart, Louisa, 
Davis, W. A., 
Gardner. Kittie, 
Gibson, Frank E .. 
Koos<'t', Hattie, 
Lane, D. 0., 





Raymonci, E. "\V., 
Royce, Edith, 
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LIST OF GRADUATES. 
1872. 
J.C. Arthur, B.Sc., M ... Sc., 
P. S. Brown, B. Sc., 
0. Cessna, B. Sc., 
*8. A. Churchill, B. Sc. 
*S. H. Dickey, B. Sc. 
Charles Deitz, B. Sc., 
L. Foster, B. Sc., 
H. Fuller, B. Sc., 
F. L. Harvey, B. Sc., 
*F. M. Hungerford, B. Sc. 









B. Sc. Des Moines, 
J. K. Macomber, B. Sc , Des Moines, 
L. W. Noyes. B. Sc., Chicago, 
H. L. Page, B. Sc., Boone, 
G. W. Ramsey, B.Sc., (M. D ), Magnolia, 
*Fannie H. [Richards] Stanley, 
B.Sc., 
*C. A. Smith, B.Sc. 
I. W. Smith, B.Sc. (M. D) 
H. ( ~. Spencer, B Sc., 
E .. W. Stanton, B. Sc., 
J. L. Stevens, B. Sc., 
C. L. Suksdorf, B. Sc., 
*T. L. Thompson, B.Sc. 
C. H. Tillotson, B. Sc., 
*C. P. Wellman, B.Sc. 









E. L. Beard. B. Sc. CheAter, 
Rowena E. [Edson] Stevens B. 
~c., Ames, 
*G. R. Flower, B.Sc. 
W. Green B. Sc. Davenport, 
G. W. Harvey, B. Sc., (Pb. C., 
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A. M. Hawkins, B. Sc., 
D. A. Kent, B. Sc., 
Kate [Kraler] Star, B. Sc., 
J. S. Lee, B. 8c., 
C. B. Maben, B. Sc., 
M. F. Marshall. B.Sc., 
Hattie E. [Ray bourne] Morse, 
B.Sc., 
W. 0. Robinson, B. Sc., 
M. Stalker, B.Sc., (V. 8.) 












Estella J. Bebout, B. Sc , 
C. D. Boardman, B.Sc., (M. D.) 
C. S. Chase, B. Sc., 
C. E. Clingan, B.Sc., (M. D.) 
E. R. Ulingan, B. S. (LL. B.) 
C. P. Hastings, B. Sc., 
J. G. W. Kiesel, B. Sc., 
M. C. Litteer, B. Sc., 
G. E. Marsh, B.Sc., 
O. P. McCray, B. He., 
Mary A. [Palmer] Snell, B. Sc., 
A. A. Parsons, B. He., 
Eva E. [Paull] Vanslyke, B.Sc. 
E. A. Pyne, B. Sc., 
Ida E. fSmith] Noyes, B.Sc. 
W. R. Smith, B. Sc., 
Kate N. Tupper, B.Sc., 
J. R. Whittaker, B. Re. 


















E. P. Cadwell, B.Sc., (LL. B.), 
Millah M. [Cherrie] Whiting, 
B.Sc., 
Alice [Cunningham] Culver B. 
Sc., 
Lizzie M. [Curtisl Foster, B.Sc., 
R. P. Kelley, B.Sc. (LL. B.) 
C.H. Lee, B.Sc., 
W.R. Lamoreaux. B.Sc., 
Hannah P. [Lyman] Cadwell, 
B.Sc., 
F.J. Macomber, B. Sc.,(LL. B.), 
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T. L. Palmer, B. Sc., Des Moines, 
H. R. Patrick, B.Sc., Sau Diego, 
C. E. Peterson, B.Sc., Panora, 
Ida M. [Ross] Boardman, B. S~, Odebolt, 
M. E} R.udolpb, R. Sc .. (LL. B.), Canton, 
Ida L. (Sberman)Calkins, B, Sc., Nashua, 
L. C. 'fhornton, B.Sc., Kansas City, 
J. M. Whittaker, B. Sc., Marshalltown, 
Nancy Wil Is. B. Sc. Boone, 
Lizzie M. [Wilson] Edwards, 
B.Sc., 'fr1,ter, 
1876. 
M. I. Aitkin, B. Sc. Cipcinnati, 
A. P. Barker, B.Sc., Clinton, 
L. M. Beard, B.Sc., Decorah, 
A. M. Blndgett, B. Sc., Kansas City, 
Julia C. [Blodgett] Hainer, B.Sc., Aurora, 
L.A. Claussen, B Sc .. (M. D.) Beatrice, 
J. E. Cobbey, B. Re. (LL. B. 1 Rea trice, 
W. S. Collins B. Sc, Springfield, 
Winnifred l\I. rDudley] Shaw, 
B. Sc., Corning, 
J. J. F~gtly, B. 1:5c., Keosauqua, 
G. A. Garard. B.Sc., (LL. B.), 
'V. F. Gilmore, H. Sc. Tipton, 
J. F. Hnrrlin, B. Sc., (LL. B.) 1 Eldora, 
Ellen W. Harlow B. Sc., 
A. E. Hitchcock, B.Sc., \LL. B.) :Mitchell, 
W. M. James, B. Sc., El Paso, 
Ella F (Mea<i) Dissmore, B. Sc., <'resco, 
H. M. Scott B He., Mapleton, 
A. B. Shaw, B.Sc., Corning-, 
L. E. Spencer, B. Sc., (LL. B.), Grinnell, 
W. M. Woodward, B.Sc.. Boonsboro, 
1877. 
F. W. Booth, B. Sc., 
Alforetta J. Campbell, B SC-., 
:1\-Iary C. [Carpenter] Hardin, 
B. :-.~<:>., 
C. C. Colclo, B. Sc. 
Kate S. [Curtis] Myrick, B. 8(). 1 
J. \V Doxsee, H. Sc., . 
Mury E. [Furwell] Carpenter, 
B. Sc.,. 
A. P. Hargrave, B. Sc., 
W. A. Helsel!, ll Sc .. (LL. B.), 
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W. N. Hunt, B.Sc., 
R. F. Jor<lan. B.Sc., (LL. B.), 
Cora B. (Keith] Pierce, B. 8c., 
E. L. King, B.Sc., 
G. I. Miller, B. Sc., 
Alice rNtial] Gregg, B.Sc., 
J. C. Milnes, B. Sc. (V. R ), 
Cora M [Patty] Payne, B. 8c., 
L. B. Robinson, B. Se., _,. 
T· L· Smith, B. Be., 
F. L Stratton, B. Sc. 














Florenee [Brown] Martin, B. 
Sc., 
R. Burke, B. 8 . 
A E. Griffith, B.Sc., 1\1:. Ph., 
H. L Gl(-'nn. B. Sn., 
J.C. Hainer. B ~c., 
M. M. Hitchcock. B. C. E., 
C. B. Martin. B. C. E .. 
J. U. l.\Ier~<lith. B. M. E., 
Emma M<·Henrv, B.Sc., 
D. MeKmnon, B. ~c., 
J. N. M:·11wey. B Sc, 
C. F. Mount, B. C. E .. C. E., 
Ellen [ Rict'] Robbins, H Sc 
W. K Robbins B. Sc .. (M. Sc), 
Lucy [SbepPrdJ Beck with, B. 
Sc., 
Ida Twitch«:-11. B. Sc., 
E. <1 Tyler, B C. E., 
T. F. Lee. B Sc. 
G. W. \\'il1·mn, H. C. E, 
J. W. Whitne,·, B Sc., 













l\f an chester, 
1\Ianchester, 
Lompoc, 






Matilda [Cleaver] Faville, B. 
Sc., Fort Collins, 
*S. Carrie [Carter] Han~on, 
B.Sc. 
Lillie M Cro\', B Sc., Ontario, 
G. C. Fndl le.'B. Sc ( D. V. M.), · }"ort Co 1lins, 
F. N. Fit>ld. B. c. E., Burlington, 
F H Friend B C. E., Alhion, 
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T. V. Hoggatt, B.Sc., 
J. E. Hyde, B. Sc., 
L. L. Manwarring, B. Sc., 
(LL. B.), 
W. G McConnon, B M. E., 
Jennie [McElyea] Byers, B. Re , 






H. Osborn, B. Sc , M. Sc , Ames, 
J. D. Shearer, B. Sc , Minneapolis, 
F. Turner, B. M. E., Ames, 
W. M. Scott, B. Sc., Laramie 
J.M. Waugh, B. Sc., Belleville, 
*Genevieve [Welch] Barstow,. 
B.Sc, 
W. Wbitea, B. M. E., M. E., Montreal, 
Alice [Whited] Burling, B. Sc., Eldora, 
M. J. Bailey, B. Re., 
D. D. Briggs, B. H., 
*F. Boddy, B. S., 
0. S. Brown, B.Sc., 
M. H. Hakes, B. He., 
J. Hassett, B.Sc .. 
E. D. Harvey, B. R., 
D. S. Hardin, B.J:k(. 
Carrie C. Lane, B. He., 











R. M. Nicholson, B. Sc., D. V. 
¥·1 
G. E. Reed, B .. Sc., 
J. L. Simcoke, B. 8., 
C. D. Taylor, B. Sc., 
W. A. Thomas, B. V. M., 
J. Vincent, Jr., B. V. M., 
W. B. Welch, B. Re., 
Wm. C. Armatrong, B. C. E., 
Nellie M. Bell, B.Sc., , 
A. M. Beresford, B. Sc.! 
Thomas Burke, B. Sc., 
Marilla J. Crossman, B. Re., 
Chas. M. Coe, B.Sc., 
F. E. Colby, B. C. E., 
Jas. S. Dewell. B. S_£p 
C. A. Dodge, B. C. ~ .. 
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F. E. Furry, R. Re., 
M. J. Furry, B. Sc., 
Julia A. Hanford. B: Sc., 
R. J. Hopkins. B.Sc., 
J. S. McGavren, B.Sc., 
W. H. McHenry, B. 8c., 
W. 0. McElroy, B. C. E., 
Fannie J. Perrett, B. Sc., 
Alice [Hayles] Osborn, B. Sc., 
'T. W. Shearer, B. S., 
Ithaca, 
Alden, 









W. D. Atkinson, B. He. 
*.T. A. Blaine, B. Sc. 
Etta M. Budd, B. Re., 
G. \V. Catt, B. C. E., 
Mary H. [Coe] Lo,rbeer, B. He., 
W. V. A. Dodds. B.Sc., 
W. M. L>udley, B.Sc., 
H .. J. Gaber,13. He., 
C. I. Lorbeer, B. He , 
.J.B. Marsh, B. M. E., 
E. A. :McDonald, B. He., 
J. R. McKim, B.Sc .. 
Nellie B. [Merrill] vVheeler, 
B.Sc., 
Della Neal, B. S<'., 
J. H. Patton, B. He., 
Hattie A. Perrett, B. He., 
Lizzie Perrett, B. Sc., 
0. C. Peterson, B. Sc., 
Kitty E. Reeves, B. Sc .. 
C. F. Saylor, B. Sc.~ 
Harah E. Smith, B. ~e., 
D. T. Stockman, B.Sc., 
,V, R. Hummers, B. Kc .. , 
,V. W. Wheeler, B. oc., 


























A. M. Allen, B. He., 
A. G. Andrews, B. U. E., 
G. M. Burnham, B. Re., 
Bertie M. Carson, B. He., 
George Caven, B. C. E .. , 
Jennie L. Christman, ll.~8c., 
Jennie Colclo, ll. Sc., 
George W. Curth-1, B. 8. A.; 
C. M. Doxsee, B. Sc., 
*Deceased. 
\ 
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*Lottie Estes, B. Sc. 
C.H. Flynn, D. V. M., 
Jessie E. Frater, B. Sc., 
R. 1\.L Hunter, B. Sc., 
C.H. Keigly. B. S. A., 
1\1 innie Knapp, B. Sc., 
Hermnn Knapp, B. S. A., 
Mary W. i\lcDona'd, B.Sc., 
KatP Mc~eil, B. Sc,, 
A. M. Miller, B. ~c., 
E. Mead [B.Sc., Pur<lue] C. E., 
Emily A, Hee\·e R. Sc., 
M. J. Riggs, B. C. E.,. 
8. C. Scott, B.Sc., 
Effie G. Slater, B. Sc., 
F. J. Smith, B. Sc., 
M .. E. \Velis, B. ~c., 
W. D. Wdl~, B.Sc., 
Agatha M. West, B.Sc., 
Mabel A. Young, B. Sc., 
•Deceased. 
Decorah, Iowa. 
~an ta Barbara, California, 
Sac City, Iowa. 
J ewdl, Iowa. 
Ames, Iowa. 
A n1es, Iowa. 
Ames, Inwa. 
Garden Grove, Iowa. 
East Des Moines, Iowa. 











'· MAIN COLLEGE BUILDING. 2. CHEMICAt. ANCI PHYSICAL HALL 15 & 16. EXPERl~ENTAL BUILDINGS. 17 • CREAMERY. 18. 
3. E.NGINEERll'IG HALL 4 SHOPS. 




6 & 7. 
FEED BARN. 
.DO:M:AIN-
BOARDING HALLS. 8. 
22. WATER 'f/ORKS. 
NORTH HALL. 9. HORT CUlTURAl HALL. 10 
23 TO 32. 0WEU.INQ HOUSES 33. GYMNASIUM. 
-----------!l!n!-~;;;..,;;;.ioiilillllol_.-.._.____ I ·--.. ~~ ....... '"'Of\&.••••••• 
VETERINARY HOSPITAL·• 11 1 121 
34. COAL AND (CE Hou4u. as. 
, ..... ,, -
(. 
